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Dear Community Member, 

These past eight years have certainly been challenging but they also 
brought moments of great joy and pride. Here is a list of the top ten 
accomplishments I am most proud of from my time as your District 10 
Councilmember:

l In November 2010 I proposed San José adopt a Social Host 

Ordinance to hold adults accountable for underage drinking on 
private property. I worked with both the San José Youth 
Commission and the District 10 Youth Advisory Council to 
advocate for this Citywide Social Host Ordinance. After advocating 
for nearly a year-and-a-half the City Council passed the Social 
Host Ordinance last spring. The City ’s Social Host Ordinance 
imposes administrative fines and charges for public safety 
response costs for violations and we were all relieved when the 
Ordinance finally went into affect this past summer. Recalcitrant 
parents and other responsible persons who repeatedly allow 
underage drinking parties on their property now face large fines in 
addition to being responsible for cost recovery for each public 
safety response.

l As a Councilmember with a District that suffers from a lack of 

sports fields I have devoted much of my time over the last eight 
years to improve our existing sports fields and find space for 
others. The Community Sports Field Feasibility Study in 2006 
enabled my colleagues and I to understand the increased demand 
for sports fields and look for areas in each Council District that 
would be suitable for additional fields. PRNS worked with the San 
José Unified School District to jointly develop two turf soccer fields 
at Leland High School in 2007. This past spring I was honored to 
accept the City ’s largest gift to date! $4.2 million dollars was 
privately donated by an individual to help fund a City partnership 
with the San José Unified School District for two more turf fields at 
Allen at Steinbeck. I am very honored to have been trusted with 
such a gift and know the new turf sports fields will provide 
additional premier quality soccer fields for District 10.

l In 2009 the budget situation was so bad it looked like we would 

have to cut recreational programs like the Almaden Lake Park 
Swim Program and severely reduce the Parks Rangers Program. 
Both these programs were important to me so I asked the 
community to help me raise money to save the services for our 
community. At the same time, the San José Parks Foundation 
was being created. Now the Parks Foundation is a tremendous 
asset to neighborhoods that are looking for ways to raise money 
for their parks.

l Years ago the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana Parks were created 

as part of an agreement between PG&E and the City of San José 
to provide the utility company with a right of way for their high-
voltage transmission lines and Almaden Valley residents with two 
new parks. Conflict between the existing trees and the high voltage 
transmission lines in the parks erupted in early 2010 as PG&E 
became concerned that some existing trees were causing a safety 
hazard for their power lines and announced a proposal to remove 
62 trees in 2010 and 78 in 2011. After many months of 
negotiations we were able to resolve the conflict and PG&E agreed 
to implement a multi-year plan that preserved the vast majority of 
the 140 trees originally planned for removal. In the end only thirteen 
of the most high-risk trees were cut and a cooperative 
partnership developed between the City, PG&E, Our City 
Forrest, the TJ Martin Neighborhood Association, the Martin 
Fontana Parks Association and the San José Parks Foundation. 
These groups now work together to replant and reconfigure the 
landscape of the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana parks and due to 
these efforts the parks are now more beautiful than ever!

l When San José Family Camp was struggling to meet the cost-
recovery requirements set by the City Council, I was able to help 
save San José Family Camp by advocating that it could be self-
sustaining under the right circumstances. I was able to bring 
together support form Congress members Anna Eschoo, Mike 
Honda and Zoe Lofgren who jointly sent a letter to the National 
Forrest Service supporting a special five-year permit for San José’s 
Family Camp at Yosemite. PRNS staff, the Parks and Recreation 
Commission, Friends of Family Camp and the community have 
come together to create and plan for self-sustainable growth over 
the next decade and beyond. More work needs to be done but I 
am pleased to have been able to help show that Family Camp at 
Yosemite has a viable future.

l The Vista Park Community Room was built by Summerhill Homes 

to support the community surrounding Vista Park (also known as 
the VEP Community Association). VEP has an elaborate vision for 
their park and I have been pleased to be able to help advocate for 
the site improvements and landscaping surrounding the Vista 
Park Community Room. For safety the Community Room was built 
with gates to protect the building but unfortunately shortly after the 
Community Room opened the gates malfunctioned. Although the 
malfunctioning gates were unfortunate it gave us the opportunity to 
be creative and we found funding for new gates through special 
projects under the Arts Commission. Now we are not only getting 
replacement gates but also have the opportunity to use art in a 
public area. Artist Bill Gould was selected to design the new Vista 
Park Gates and I am so pleased with his work with the 
community. I cannot wait to see the finished project!

l I am particularly proud to have worked with the San José 
Redevelopment Agency to open the first Whole Foods in San 
José back in 2010. The Blossom Hill corridor has always been a 
premier retail corridor in San José but now with Whole Foods at 
the corner of Blossom Hill and Almaden Expressway it is even 
stronger. The opening of Whole Foods has been very successful 
and has led the way for many other businesses to successfully 
open their doors in that same shopping center—Peet ’s Coffee & 
Tea, Pet Food Express, Pinkberry Yogurt, Chipotle and Union 
Bank. These new businesses have brought new life and energy to 
the area. 

l Since 2010 I have coordinated and attended yearly trips to 

Sacramento to provide an opportunity for San José Officials to 
meet with our State representatives so that we could discuss the 
future of our city together. I believe that face-to-face conversations 
with other elected officials helps us to build better working 
relationships and leads to a better understanding of our needs ad 
concerns. With the support of City staff, our small delegation met 
with every State representative for San José and brought valuable 
San Jose staff members with us to plead our case each year. Over 
the years we have been successful in raising awareness on policy 
and budgetary issues that are critical to the City. I believe this 
annual trip to Sacramento is vital to the future of San José and I 
hope the City continues to have many similar successful and 
engaging meetings with Sacramento in the future.

l I am very proud of my work promoting tourism and my work with 

San José’s Sister-Cities. In March of every year the City of San 
José welcomes the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, San José’s 
Sister City, and a delegation of city officials and business 
representatives. The purpose of the partnership has always been to 
build global cooperation at the municipal level, promote cultural 
understanding and stimulate economic development between San 
José and Dublin as well as the greater Silicon Valley and Ireland. 
Twenty-six years later our cities are continuing to work towards 
these goals and pushing further towards future trends such as 
waste management, bio-sciences, exchange of university students 
and emergency preparedness teams. I have also tried to establish 
an international reputation for the City of San José. Increasing 
name recognition will boost our economy, improve our airport and 
increase the quality of life in our city.

l I am proud to have incredibly strong ties to our District 10 

neighborhood associations. I value the work done by our 
neighborhoods to improve our community be that through tree 
plantings and other beautification projects or participation in 
Neighborhood Watch and National Night Out. My staff attend as 
many monthly neighborhood meetings as possible and I host a 
quarterly meeting for the District 10 neighborhood leaders. I am 
proud to support District 10 neighborhoods and to have helped 
establish and grow new neighborhood associations during my 
tenure. I am also delighted to have many District 10 neighborhood 
leaders serving on San José Boards and Commissions and am 
very pleased to have recently been able to help strengthen the role 
of residents on City Boards and Commissions through Council 
policy.

Reminder:
Everyone is invited to an Open House style Community Thank You 
Celebration at the Almaden Community Center from 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 13th with a more formal ceremony 
beginning at 5:45pm. We will serve hors d ’oeuvres and enjoy musical 
selections from the San Jose Youth Symphony. If you are able to attend, 
please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-535-4979 for 
more information.

I hope you will all join me on Thursday, December 13th to celebrate our 
eight wonderful years together!

All the best,

Nancy Pyle
District 10 Councilmember
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San José debuts new City website
Online visitors to the City of San José website, www.sanjoseca.gov, will 
discover a new look and better services that will make it easier to find 
information about the Capital of Silicon Valley. The redesigned website 
offers enhanced navigation, better search, and new tools for community 
engagement including:

• Intuitive navigational framework that focuses on “Community, Business, 
Visitors, Government and Environment” 
• Emergency Alerts that will display when there is a major emergency 
situation in San José
• Calendar of City-sponsored events
• More ways to subscribe to public information such as Emergency Alerts
• Enhanced Customer Service Center that includes online services
• Community Voice feature that supports public engagement, sharing of 
ideas, and grassroots collaboration
• Central Newsroom for the latest City of San José news and information
• Personalized website experience through My Connection 

“The new website is a major milestone for us that reflects significant effort 
from many City departments,” said David Vossbrink, Director of 
Communications. “It ’s a comprehensive overhaul and we still expect to find 
a few bugs. We ’re asking our users to let us know about any errors, broken
links, or other issues they find.” Please contact the City at 
webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov to report problems with the website.

San José Park Ranger Program Celebrates 40 years of Service
San José Park Rangers are historians, resource managers, law 
enforcement officers, curators, teachers, and sometimes first responders in 
emergency situations. During the mid-20th century San José quickly grew 
from a small agricultural town to become the urban center of Silicon Valley. 
With rapid growth came issues affecting many of the amenities that drew 
families to San José, including the park system. “Our most popular regional
parks like Alum Rock Park were literally being ‘loved to death ’ by heavy 
use,” said Julie Edmonds-Mares, Acting Director of the San José Parks, 
Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department. In response to public 
concern, San José established the park ranger program in spring 1972 to 
protect the natural and cultural resources of the City ’s park lands and open 
spaces. Park rangers were also assigned to protect park visitors and 
provide outdoor education programs to help visitors understand and care for 
public lands. Forty years later, San José’s park rangers are still on the job 
within four regional parks and patrol 50 miles of the growing system of trails
to handle a wide range of challenges. The San José Park Ranger Program 
will receive well-deserved recognition on Tuesday, December 11th at the 
1:30 p.m. Council Meeting when the City Council acknowledges the 40th 
anniversary of the program. Then a public reception to thank the strong 
network of San José Park Rangers that protects and preserves the San 
José park system will take place in the San José City Hall Rotunda 
immediately following the presentation of the commendation.

Project Manager Responding to Homeless Encampments Hired
The Housing Department has hired Ray Bramson as the City ’s Project 
Manager overseeing homeless encampment response. Ray comes to the 
City after spending the past few years with the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation and has a strong background in homeless services and 
resource development. Reporting to the Director of Housing, Ray will lead 
the City ’s response to homeless encampments and oversee the 
collaboration of multiple internal departments and external partner agencies.
Ray Bramson can be contacted directly at (408) 535-8234.

San José Youth Commission Hosts Successful Teen Forum
On November 15, the San José Youth Commission, in collaboration 
between American Leadership Forum of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County 
office of Education, Californians for Justice and the Eastside Union High 
School District, hosted the “Designing the 21st Century School” teen forum,
as part of the SJ2020 initiative to eliminate the high school achievement gap
in San José by the year 2020. The “Designing the 21st Century School” 
forum was created to promote a greater student voice in developing an 
effective education system that will meet the needs of our students. Close 
to 200 Eastside Union High School District students attended the forum 
and expressed their thoughts and ideas for the ideal 21st Century School. 
County of Santa Clara Schools Superintendent, Dr. Xavier De la Torre, and 
the City District 3 Youth Commissioner, Christian Sanchez, moderated the 
forum while other Youth Commissioners and Youth Advisory Council 
members facilitated the small group teen discussions. The post-event 
evaluations can be summed up by the quote from one of the high school 
participants who said, “It gives us hope, to know that our voice is being 
heard on important issues such as our education.” 

AMGEN TOUR OF CALIFORNIA HOST CITIES ANNOUNCED FOR 2013
Twelve cities have been named official Host City partners for the 2013 
Amgen Tour of California by AEG, presenter of the race, helping to make up
the route which will take riders on a South to North course for the first time 
in the eight-year race history. Considered America ’s largest and most 
prestigious professional road cycling stage race, the eighth consecutive 
edition of the Amgen Tour of California will travel approximately 750 miles 
from May 12th – 19th in 2013. 

The 12 Host City partners for the 2013 Amgen Tour of California include:

• Stage 1: Sunday, May 12 – Escondido  
• Stage 2: Monday, May 13 – Murrieta to Greater Palm Springs  
• Stage 3: Tuesday, May 14 – Palmdale to Santa Clarita  
• Stage 4: Wednesday, May 15 – Santa Clarita to Santa Barbara 
• Stage 5: Thursday, May 16 – Santa Barbara to Avila Beach  
• Stage 6: Friday, May 17 – San José (Individual Time Trial) 
• Stage 7: Saturday, May 18 – Livermore to Mt. Diablo  
• Stage 8: Sunday, May 19 – San Francisco to Santa Rosa  

San José will play host to Stage 6 and the Individual Time Trial, marking the
eighth consecutive year the race has visited the City. San José is the only 
city to participate in all eight editions of the race! Amgen also returns as the
race title sponsor for the eighth consecutive year, continuing to leverage the
event to raise awareness of the important resources available to people 
affected by cancer through its Breakaway from Cancer® initiative.

In celebration of the Host Cities announcement, the newly designed 2013 
race Leader Jersey, produced by the new, official Amgen Tour of California 
jersey supplier Champion System, is now available for purchase online at 
www.AmgenTourofCaliforniaStore.com. Also on sale is a special, Limited 
Edition Jersey, perfect for the cycling fan on your holiday gift list. More 
details on the Champion System partnership will be released next month.
For further information on the 2013 Amgen Tour of California, and to view the
2013 Amgen Tour of California map, visit www.AmgenTourofCalifornia.com.

PRNS Holiday Events
With the holiday season in full swing and the smell of spices in the air, the 
City of San José’s Department of Park, Recreation and Neighborhood 
Services (PRNS) wants to celebrate their annual Holiday Happenings 
campaign with you! PRNS has been busy planning some festive and 
affordable holiday activities for people of all ages, so visit them online at 
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns or stop by your local community center or park to 
find out what ’s happening in your neighborhood. Activities include Breakfast
with Santa, Holiday Themed Camps, Dinner and Dances and much, much 
more!

DOT and DPW Crews Make Preparations for the Storm Season
The Departments of Transportation and Public Works have largely 
completed their storm preparation efforts and are ready for the upcoming 
storm season. All of the major storm retention basins and drainage 
channels in the foothills have been cleared of debris and cleaned. All of the 
City ’s 29,000 storm drain inlets were cleaned during the summer to remove 
contaminants that could have been harmful to our waterways upon the 
season ’s first rain and a second round of cleaning to remove recently 
accumulated leaves and other debris is underway to prevent flooding during 
heavy rains. All of the City ’s 26 storm pump stations have been thoroughly 
inspected and maintained to ensure that they are functioning properly. In 
addition, on October 17, DOT conducted its annual storm planning and 
coordination meeting to review storm emergency response procedures, 
share new information about the storm sewer system and to ensure that all 
staff are well trained and prepared. All maintenance supervisors and senior 
field workers, storm engineers and managers, as well as key staff from 
DPW, were in attendance at the meeting. To report any storm related 
problems, please contact the Department of Transportation ’s Dispatch 
Office at 408-794-1900.

Plastic Bag Litter is Declining in Creek Hotspots
In September, Environmental Services staff completed the last of this year ’s
required cleanup of trash hot spots at 32 creek locations and removed a 
total of approximately 152 cubic yards of trash. Based on analysis of the 
trash content, The Bring Your Own Bag (BYOB) Ordinance, implemented in
January 2012, appears to be having an effect. Plastic bags, as a 
component of trash, have decreased from a level of 8% in 2011, to 4% in 
2012. A detailed presentation on the results of the first year of BYOB 
Ordinance implementation is planned for the December 2012 meeting of the
Transportation and Environment Committee. 

NEA Grants
In March 2012, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) received 1,509 
eligible applications for Art Works grants requesting more than $74 million 
in funding. On November 27th Chairman Rocco Landesman announced that
832 non-profit arts organizations nationwide have been selected to receive 
an NEA Art Works grant and four of those organizations selected were from
San José.

• Mexican Heritage Corporation $30,000
• San José Multicultural Artists Guild $10,000
• The Firebird Youth Chinese Orchestra $40,000
• San José Institute of Contemporary Art $15,000

The 832 recommended NEA grants total $22.3 million, span 13 artistic 
disciplines and fields, and focus primarily on the creation of work and 
presentation of both new and existing works for the benefit of American 
audiences. Applications were reviewed by panels of outside experts 
convened by NEA staff and each project was judged on its artistic 
excellence and artistic merit. For a complete listing of projects 
recommended for Art Works grant support, please visit the NEA website at 
www.arts.gov.

San José Climate Clock Model on display at City Hall
A working scale model of the winning design of an international art 
competition to design a “climate clock” is now on display at San José City 
Hall until September 2013. The ten-foot-tall model envisions a potential 
eight-story solar-powered kinetic sculpture called Organograph. Inspired by 
the form of a sun-seeking flower, Organograph would be entirely powered by
the sun and illustrate the complex mechanisms that govern the earth ’s 
carbon cycle. The goal of the envisioned interactive multilevel structure is to
stimulate public awareness and response to the processes and 
consequences of climate change. The model is located in the City Hall 
lobby near the entrance on South Sixth Street at Santa Clara Street. The 
working model of Organograph goes into action every day at 12:30 p.m. and
at 4:30 pm. An exhibit of the Climate Clock competition also is on display 
in the ground floor of the City Hall wing building. For more information and to
“Discover the Organograph” visit www.organograph-sj.org and view the video 
that illustrates the science and design concepts informing the artwork.

San Jose Boards and Commission Openings
Applications are now being accepted for several San Jose Boards and 
Commissions for upcoming and future vacancies. In order to serve you must
live in the City of San Jose and have a commitment to being active in the 
community. The Project Diversity Screening Committee currently has seven
open seats and applications are being accepted for those positions through 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 14th. Additionally there are several 
vacancies on other commissions that are accepting applications ongoing 
such as the Parks and Recreation Commission, the Early Care and 
Education Commission, and the Disability Advisory Commission. For more 
information visit www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337 or contact the 
Office of the City Clerk at (408) 535-1265.

San José Giants Winter Clinics
The San José Giants will hold their seventh annual Winter Clinics on 
January 3-4 and January 26-27. Both clinics will focus on preparing boys 
and girls ages 8 through 14 for the 2013 Spring Baseball or Softball season 
and Little League tryouts. The San José Giants recognize the importance of
individual instruction and are committed to having numerous instructors on-
hand for the most personal interaction and focused attention possible. The 
coaching staff and clinics will be led by former San José Giant and current 
Account Executive and Camp Coordinator, Taylor Wilding. During clinics, 
participants will work on all fundamentals of the game with a focus on base-
running, hitting, throwing, catching, and fielding. All sessions will take place
at San José State’s Blethen Field from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Participants 
will receive a San José Giants Youth Development Program Shirt, included 
in the registration price. To learn more about the San José Giants Winter 
Clinics visit sjgiants.com, call Taylor Wilding at (408) 380-4502, or email 
taylorwilding@sjgiants.com.

 

     
 Constituent Chart:  

   

     
 Council Meetings:  

 

Tuesday, December 4th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 18th; 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 25th—no meeting 
City Hall, 200 E Santa Clara Street, City Council Chambers
www.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/agenda.asp

 

     
 Community Calendar:  

 

STFNA General Membership Meeting
Monday, December 3rd
Santa Teresa High School
www.stfna.org/

Almaden Senior Association Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 9:45 a.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.almadenseniors.org/

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 5:30 p.m.
San José City Hall; 200 East Santa Clara Street, Wing Room 119
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns/sjcommissions/parks/default.asp

District 10 Night at Hawaiian Airlines / Kristi Yamaguchi Downtown 
Ice
Monday, December 10th; 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Circle of Palms off Market Street between the San José Museum of Art and
the Fairmont
www.sjdowntown.com/kidskate.html

Almaden Valley Community Association Meeting
Monday, December 10th; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.avca-sj.org/

Community Thank You Event
Thursday, December 13th; 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with 5:45 p.m. ceremony
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
Please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-53-54979 for more
information

City Hall Closure
Monday, December 24th – Tuesday, January 1st 
*City Hall will reopen on Wednesday, January 2nd

 

     
 Quote  

  “This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It is, instead,
the end of the beginning.” 

 

  –Winston Churchill 
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Dear Community Member, 

These past eight years have certainly been challenging but they also 
brought moments of great joy and pride. Here is a list of the top ten 
accomplishments I am most proud of from my time as your District 10 
Councilmember:

l In November 2010 I proposed San José adopt a Social Host 

Ordinance to hold adults accountable for underage drinking on 
private property. I worked with both the San José Youth 
Commission and the District 10 Youth Advisory Council to 
advocate for this Citywide Social Host Ordinance. After advocating 
for nearly a year-and-a-half the City Council passed the Social 
Host Ordinance last spring. The City ’s Social Host Ordinance 
imposes administrative fines and charges for public safety 
response costs for violations and we were all relieved when the 
Ordinance finally went into affect this past summer. Recalcitrant 
parents and other responsible persons who repeatedly allow 
underage drinking parties on their property now face large fines in 
addition to being responsible for cost recovery for each public 
safety response.

l As a Councilmember with a District that suffers from a lack of 

sports fields I have devoted much of my time over the last eight 
years to improve our existing sports fields and find space for 
others. The Community Sports Field Feasibility Study in 2006 
enabled my colleagues and I to understand the increased demand 
for sports fields and look for areas in each Council District that 
would be suitable for additional fields. PRNS worked with the San 
José Unified School District to jointly develop two turf soccer fields 
at Leland High School in 2007. This past spring I was honored to 
accept the City ’s largest gift to date! $4.2 million dollars was 
privately donated by an individual to help fund a City partnership 
with the San José Unified School District for two more turf fields at 
Allen at Steinbeck. I am very honored to have been trusted with 
such a gift and know the new turf sports fields will provide 
additional premier quality soccer fields for District 10.

l In 2009 the budget situation was so bad it looked like we would 

have to cut recreational programs like the Almaden Lake Park 
Swim Program and severely reduce the Parks Rangers Program. 
Both these programs were important to me so I asked the 
community to help me raise money to save the services for our 
community. At the same time, the San José Parks Foundation 
was being created. Now the Parks Foundation is a tremendous 
asset to neighborhoods that are looking for ways to raise money 
for their parks.

l Years ago the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana Parks were created 

as part of an agreement between PG&E and the City of San José 
to provide the utility company with a right of way for their high-
voltage transmission lines and Almaden Valley residents with two 
new parks. Conflict between the existing trees and the high voltage 
transmission lines in the parks erupted in early 2010 as PG&E 
became concerned that some existing trees were causing a safety 
hazard for their power lines and announced a proposal to remove 
62 trees in 2010 and 78 in 2011. After many months of 
negotiations we were able to resolve the conflict and PG&E agreed 
to implement a multi-year plan that preserved the vast majority of 
the 140 trees originally planned for removal. In the end only thirteen 
of the most high-risk trees were cut and a cooperative 
partnership developed between the City, PG&E, Our City 
Forrest, the TJ Martin Neighborhood Association, the Martin 
Fontana Parks Association and the San José Parks Foundation. 
These groups now work together to replant and reconfigure the 
landscape of the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana parks and due to 
these efforts the parks are now more beautiful than ever!

l When San José Family Camp was struggling to meet the cost-
recovery requirements set by the City Council, I was able to help 
save San José Family Camp by advocating that it could be self-
sustaining under the right circumstances. I was able to bring 
together support form Congress members Anna Eschoo, Mike 
Honda and Zoe Lofgren who jointly sent a letter to the National 
Forrest Service supporting a special five-year permit for San José’s 
Family Camp at Yosemite. PRNS staff, the Parks and Recreation 
Commission, Friends of Family Camp and the community have 
come together to create and plan for self-sustainable growth over 
the next decade and beyond. More work needs to be done but I 
am pleased to have been able to help show that Family Camp at 
Yosemite has a viable future.

l The Vista Park Community Room was built by Summerhill Homes 

to support the community surrounding Vista Park (also known as 
the VEP Community Association). VEP has an elaborate vision for 
their park and I have been pleased to be able to help advocate for 
the site improvements and landscaping surrounding the Vista 
Park Community Room. For safety the Community Room was built 
with gates to protect the building but unfortunately shortly after the 
Community Room opened the gates malfunctioned. Although the 
malfunctioning gates were unfortunate it gave us the opportunity to 
be creative and we found funding for new gates through special 
projects under the Arts Commission. Now we are not only getting 
replacement gates but also have the opportunity to use art in a 
public area. Artist Bill Gould was selected to design the new Vista 
Park Gates and I am so pleased with his work with the 
community. I cannot wait to see the finished project!

l I am particularly proud to have worked with the San José 
Redevelopment Agency to open the first Whole Foods in San 
José back in 2010. The Blossom Hill corridor has always been a 
premier retail corridor in San José but now with Whole Foods at 
the corner of Blossom Hill and Almaden Expressway it is even 
stronger. The opening of Whole Foods has been very successful 
and has led the way for many other businesses to successfully 
open their doors in that same shopping center—Peet ’s Coffee & 
Tea, Pet Food Express, Pinkberry Yogurt, Chipotle and Union 
Bank. These new businesses have brought new life and energy to 
the area. 

l Since 2010 I have coordinated and attended yearly trips to 

Sacramento to provide an opportunity for San José Officials to 
meet with our State representatives so that we could discuss the 
future of our city together. I believe that face-to-face conversations 
with other elected officials helps us to build better working 
relationships and leads to a better understanding of our needs ad 
concerns. With the support of City staff, our small delegation met 
with every State representative for San José and brought valuable 
San Jose staff members with us to plead our case each year. Over 
the years we have been successful in raising awareness on policy 
and budgetary issues that are critical to the City. I believe this 
annual trip to Sacramento is vital to the future of San José and I 
hope the City continues to have many similar successful and 
engaging meetings with Sacramento in the future.

l I am very proud of my work promoting tourism and my work with 

San José’s Sister-Cities. In March of every year the City of San 
José welcomes the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, San José’s 
Sister City, and a delegation of city officials and business 
representatives. The purpose of the partnership has always been to 
build global cooperation at the municipal level, promote cultural 
understanding and stimulate economic development between San 
José and Dublin as well as the greater Silicon Valley and Ireland. 
Twenty-six years later our cities are continuing to work towards 
these goals and pushing further towards future trends such as 
waste management, bio-sciences, exchange of university students 
and emergency preparedness teams. I have also tried to establish 
an international reputation for the City of San José. Increasing 
name recognition will boost our economy, improve our airport and 
increase the quality of life in our city.

l I am proud to have incredibly strong ties to our District 10 

neighborhood associations. I value the work done by our 
neighborhoods to improve our community be that through tree 
plantings and other beautification projects or participation in 
Neighborhood Watch and National Night Out. My staff attend as 
many monthly neighborhood meetings as possible and I host a 
quarterly meeting for the District 10 neighborhood leaders. I am 
proud to support District 10 neighborhoods and to have helped 
establish and grow new neighborhood associations during my 
tenure. I am also delighted to have many District 10 neighborhood 
leaders serving on San José Boards and Commissions and am 
very pleased to have recently been able to help strengthen the role 
of residents on City Boards and Commissions through Council 
policy.

Reminder:
Everyone is invited to an Open House style Community Thank You 
Celebration at the Almaden Community Center from 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 13th with a more formal ceremony 
beginning at 5:45pm. We will serve hors d ’oeuvres and enjoy musical 
selections from the San Jose Youth Symphony. If you are able to attend, 
please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-535-4979 for 
more information.

I hope you will all join me on Thursday, December 13th to celebrate our 
eight wonderful years together!

All the best,

Nancy Pyle
District 10 Councilmember
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San José debuts new City website
Online visitors to the City of San José website, www.sanjoseca.gov, will 
discover a new look and better services that will make it easier to find 
information about the Capital of Silicon Valley. The redesigned website 
offers enhanced navigation, better search, and new tools for community 
engagement including:

• Intuitive navigational framework that focuses on “Community, Business, 
Visitors, Government and Environment” 
• Emergency Alerts that will display when there is a major emergency 
situation in San José
• Calendar of City-sponsored events
• More ways to subscribe to public information such as Emergency Alerts
• Enhanced Customer Service Center that includes online services
• Community Voice feature that supports public engagement, sharing of 
ideas, and grassroots collaboration
• Central Newsroom for the latest City of San José news and information
• Personalized website experience through My Connection 

“The new website is a major milestone for us that reflects significant effort 
from many City departments,” said David Vossbrink, Director of 
Communications. “It ’s a comprehensive overhaul and we still expect to find 
a few bugs. We ’re asking our users to let us know about any errors, broken
links, or other issues they find.” Please contact the City at 
webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov to report problems with the website.

San José Park Ranger Program Celebrates 40 years of Service
San José Park Rangers are historians, resource managers, law 
enforcement officers, curators, teachers, and sometimes first responders in 
emergency situations. During the mid-20th century San José quickly grew 
from a small agricultural town to become the urban center of Silicon Valley. 
With rapid growth came issues affecting many of the amenities that drew 
families to San José, including the park system. “Our most popular regional
parks like Alum Rock Park were literally being ‘loved to death ’ by heavy 
use,” said Julie Edmonds-Mares, Acting Director of the San José Parks, 
Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department. In response to public 
concern, San José established the park ranger program in spring 1972 to 
protect the natural and cultural resources of the City ’s park lands and open 
spaces. Park rangers were also assigned to protect park visitors and 
provide outdoor education programs to help visitors understand and care for 
public lands. Forty years later, San José’s park rangers are still on the job 
within four regional parks and patrol 50 miles of the growing system of trails
to handle a wide range of challenges. The San José Park Ranger Program 
will receive well-deserved recognition on Tuesday, December 11th at the 
1:30 p.m. Council Meeting when the City Council acknowledges the 40th 
anniversary of the program. Then a public reception to thank the strong 
network of San José Park Rangers that protects and preserves the San 
José park system will take place in the San José City Hall Rotunda 
immediately following the presentation of the commendation.

Project Manager Responding to Homeless Encampments Hired
The Housing Department has hired Ray Bramson as the City ’s Project 
Manager overseeing homeless encampment response. Ray comes to the 
City after spending the past few years with the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation and has a strong background in homeless services and 
resource development. Reporting to the Director of Housing, Ray will lead 
the City ’s response to homeless encampments and oversee the 
collaboration of multiple internal departments and external partner agencies.
Ray Bramson can be contacted directly at (408) 535-8234.

San José Youth Commission Hosts Successful Teen Forum
On November 15, the San José Youth Commission, in collaboration 
between American Leadership Forum of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County 
office of Education, Californians for Justice and the Eastside Union High 
School District, hosted the “Designing the 21st Century School” teen forum,
as part of the SJ2020 initiative to eliminate the high school achievement gap
in San José by the year 2020. The “Designing the 21st Century School” 
forum was created to promote a greater student voice in developing an 
effective education system that will meet the needs of our students. Close 
to 200 Eastside Union High School District students attended the forum 
and expressed their thoughts and ideas for the ideal 21st Century School. 
County of Santa Clara Schools Superintendent, Dr. Xavier De la Torre, and 
the City District 3 Youth Commissioner, Christian Sanchez, moderated the 
forum while other Youth Commissioners and Youth Advisory Council 
members facilitated the small group teen discussions. The post-event 
evaluations can be summed up by the quote from one of the high school 
participants who said, “It gives us hope, to know that our voice is being 
heard on important issues such as our education.” 

AMGEN TOUR OF CALIFORNIA HOST CITIES ANNOUNCED FOR 2013
Twelve cities have been named official Host City partners for the 2013 
Amgen Tour of California by AEG, presenter of the race, helping to make up
the route which will take riders on a South to North course for the first time 
in the eight-year race history. Considered America ’s largest and most 
prestigious professional road cycling stage race, the eighth consecutive 
edition of the Amgen Tour of California will travel approximately 750 miles 
from May 12th – 19th in 2013. 

The 12 Host City partners for the 2013 Amgen Tour of California include:

• Stage 1: Sunday, May 12 – Escondido  
• Stage 2: Monday, May 13 – Murrieta to Greater Palm Springs  
• Stage 3: Tuesday, May 14 – Palmdale to Santa Clarita  
• Stage 4: Wednesday, May 15 – Santa Clarita to Santa Barbara 
• Stage 5: Thursday, May 16 – Santa Barbara to Avila Beach  
• Stage 6: Friday, May 17 – San José (Individual Time Trial) 
• Stage 7: Saturday, May 18 – Livermore to Mt. Diablo  
• Stage 8: Sunday, May 19 – San Francisco to Santa Rosa  

San José will play host to Stage 6 and the Individual Time Trial, marking the
eighth consecutive year the race has visited the City. San José is the only 
city to participate in all eight editions of the race! Amgen also returns as the
race title sponsor for the eighth consecutive year, continuing to leverage the
event to raise awareness of the important resources available to people 
affected by cancer through its Breakaway from Cancer® initiative.

In celebration of the Host Cities announcement, the newly designed 2013 
race Leader Jersey, produced by the new, official Amgen Tour of California 
jersey supplier Champion System, is now available for purchase online at 
www.AmgenTourofCaliforniaStore.com. Also on sale is a special, Limited 
Edition Jersey, perfect for the cycling fan on your holiday gift list. More 
details on the Champion System partnership will be released next month.
For further information on the 2013 Amgen Tour of California, and to view the
2013 Amgen Tour of California map, visit www.AmgenTourofCalifornia.com.

PRNS Holiday Events
With the holiday season in full swing and the smell of spices in the air, the 
City of San José’s Department of Park, Recreation and Neighborhood 
Services (PRNS) wants to celebrate their annual Holiday Happenings 
campaign with you! PRNS has been busy planning some festive and 
affordable holiday activities for people of all ages, so visit them online at 
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns or stop by your local community center or park to 
find out what ’s happening in your neighborhood. Activities include Breakfast
with Santa, Holiday Themed Camps, Dinner and Dances and much, much 
more!

DOT and DPW Crews Make Preparations for the Storm Season
The Departments of Transportation and Public Works have largely 
completed their storm preparation efforts and are ready for the upcoming 
storm season. All of the major storm retention basins and drainage 
channels in the foothills have been cleared of debris and cleaned. All of the 
City ’s 29,000 storm drain inlets were cleaned during the summer to remove 
contaminants that could have been harmful to our waterways upon the 
season ’s first rain and a second round of cleaning to remove recently 
accumulated leaves and other debris is underway to prevent flooding during 
heavy rains. All of the City ’s 26 storm pump stations have been thoroughly 
inspected and maintained to ensure that they are functioning properly. In 
addition, on October 17, DOT conducted its annual storm planning and 
coordination meeting to review storm emergency response procedures, 
share new information about the storm sewer system and to ensure that all 
staff are well trained and prepared. All maintenance supervisors and senior 
field workers, storm engineers and managers, as well as key staff from 
DPW, were in attendance at the meeting. To report any storm related 
problems, please contact the Department of Transportation ’s Dispatch 
Office at 408-794-1900.

Plastic Bag Litter is Declining in Creek Hotspots
In September, Environmental Services staff completed the last of this year ’s
required cleanup of trash hot spots at 32 creek locations and removed a 
total of approximately 152 cubic yards of trash. Based on analysis of the 
trash content, The Bring Your Own Bag (BYOB) Ordinance, implemented in
January 2012, appears to be having an effect. Plastic bags, as a 
component of trash, have decreased from a level of 8% in 2011, to 4% in 
2012. A detailed presentation on the results of the first year of BYOB 
Ordinance implementation is planned for the December 2012 meeting of the
Transportation and Environment Committee. 

NEA Grants
In March 2012, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) received 1,509 
eligible applications for Art Works grants requesting more than $74 million 
in funding. On November 27th Chairman Rocco Landesman announced that
832 non-profit arts organizations nationwide have been selected to receive 
an NEA Art Works grant and four of those organizations selected were from
San José.

• Mexican Heritage Corporation $30,000
• San José Multicultural Artists Guild $10,000
• The Firebird Youth Chinese Orchestra $40,000
• San José Institute of Contemporary Art $15,000

The 832 recommended NEA grants total $22.3 million, span 13 artistic 
disciplines and fields, and focus primarily on the creation of work and 
presentation of both new and existing works for the benefit of American 
audiences. Applications were reviewed by panels of outside experts 
convened by NEA staff and each project was judged on its artistic 
excellence and artistic merit. For a complete listing of projects 
recommended for Art Works grant support, please visit the NEA website at 
www.arts.gov.

San José Climate Clock Model on display at City Hall
A working scale model of the winning design of an international art 
competition to design a “climate clock” is now on display at San José City 
Hall until September 2013. The ten-foot-tall model envisions a potential 
eight-story solar-powered kinetic sculpture called Organograph. Inspired by 
the form of a sun-seeking flower, Organograph would be entirely powered by
the sun and illustrate the complex mechanisms that govern the earth ’s 
carbon cycle. The goal of the envisioned interactive multilevel structure is to
stimulate public awareness and response to the processes and 
consequences of climate change. The model is located in the City Hall 
lobby near the entrance on South Sixth Street at Santa Clara Street. The 
working model of Organograph goes into action every day at 12:30 p.m. and
at 4:30 pm. An exhibit of the Climate Clock competition also is on display 
in the ground floor of the City Hall wing building. For more information and to
“Discover the Organograph” visit www.organograph-sj.org and view the video 
that illustrates the science and design concepts informing the artwork.

San Jose Boards and Commission Openings
Applications are now being accepted for several San Jose Boards and 
Commissions for upcoming and future vacancies. In order to serve you must
live in the City of San Jose and have a commitment to being active in the 
community. The Project Diversity Screening Committee currently has seven
open seats and applications are being accepted for those positions through 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 14th. Additionally there are several 
vacancies on other commissions that are accepting applications ongoing 
such as the Parks and Recreation Commission, the Early Care and 
Education Commission, and the Disability Advisory Commission. For more 
information visit www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337 or contact the 
Office of the City Clerk at (408) 535-1265.

San José Giants Winter Clinics
The San José Giants will hold their seventh annual Winter Clinics on 
January 3-4 and January 26-27. Both clinics will focus on preparing boys 
and girls ages 8 through 14 for the 2013 Spring Baseball or Softball season 
and Little League tryouts. The San José Giants recognize the importance of
individual instruction and are committed to having numerous instructors on-
hand for the most personal interaction and focused attention possible. The 
coaching staff and clinics will be led by former San José Giant and current 
Account Executive and Camp Coordinator, Taylor Wilding. During clinics, 
participants will work on all fundamentals of the game with a focus on base-
running, hitting, throwing, catching, and fielding. All sessions will take place
at San José State’s Blethen Field from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Participants 
will receive a San José Giants Youth Development Program Shirt, included 
in the registration price. To learn more about the San José Giants Winter 
Clinics visit sjgiants.com, call Taylor Wilding at (408) 380-4502, or email 
taylorwilding@sjgiants.com.

 

     
 Constituent Chart:  

   

     
 Council Meetings:  

 

Tuesday, December 4th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 18th; 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 25th—no meeting 
City Hall, 200 E Santa Clara Street, City Council Chambers
www.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/agenda.asp

 

     
 Community Calendar:  

 

STFNA General Membership Meeting
Monday, December 3rd
Santa Teresa High School
www.stfna.org/

Almaden Senior Association Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 9:45 a.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.almadenseniors.org/

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 5:30 p.m.
San José City Hall; 200 East Santa Clara Street, Wing Room 119
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns/sjcommissions/parks/default.asp

District 10 Night at Hawaiian Airlines / Kristi Yamaguchi Downtown 
Ice
Monday, December 10th; 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Circle of Palms off Market Street between the San José Museum of Art and
the Fairmont
www.sjdowntown.com/kidskate.html

Almaden Valley Community Association Meeting
Monday, December 10th; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.avca-sj.org/

Community Thank You Event
Thursday, December 13th; 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with 5:45 p.m. ceremony
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
Please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-53-54979 for more
information

City Hall Closure
Monday, December 24th – Tuesday, January 1st 
*City Hall will reopen on Wednesday, January 2nd

 

     
 Quote  

  “This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It is, instead,
the end of the beginning.” 

 

  –Winston Churchill 
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Dear Community Member, 

These past eight years have certainly been challenging but they also 
brought moments of great joy and pride. Here is a list of the top ten 
accomplishments I am most proud of from my time as your District 10 
Councilmember:

l In November 2010 I proposed San José adopt a Social Host 

Ordinance to hold adults accountable for underage drinking on 
private property. I worked with both the San José Youth 
Commission and the District 10 Youth Advisory Council to 
advocate for this Citywide Social Host Ordinance. After advocating 
for nearly a year-and-a-half the City Council passed the Social 
Host Ordinance last spring. The City ’s Social Host Ordinance 
imposes administrative fines and charges for public safety 
response costs for violations and we were all relieved when the 
Ordinance finally went into affect this past summer. Recalcitrant 
parents and other responsible persons who repeatedly allow 
underage drinking parties on their property now face large fines in 
addition to being responsible for cost recovery for each public 
safety response.

l As a Councilmember with a District that suffers from a lack of 

sports fields I have devoted much of my time over the last eight 
years to improve our existing sports fields and find space for 
others. The Community Sports Field Feasibility Study in 2006 
enabled my colleagues and I to understand the increased demand 
for sports fields and look for areas in each Council District that 
would be suitable for additional fields. PRNS worked with the San 
José Unified School District to jointly develop two turf soccer fields 
at Leland High School in 2007. This past spring I was honored to 
accept the City ’s largest gift to date! $4.2 million dollars was 
privately donated by an individual to help fund a City partnership 
with the San José Unified School District for two more turf fields at 
Allen at Steinbeck. I am very honored to have been trusted with 
such a gift and know the new turf sports fields will provide 
additional premier quality soccer fields for District 10.

l In 2009 the budget situation was so bad it looked like we would 

have to cut recreational programs like the Almaden Lake Park 
Swim Program and severely reduce the Parks Rangers Program. 
Both these programs were important to me so I asked the 
community to help me raise money to save the services for our 
community. At the same time, the San José Parks Foundation 
was being created. Now the Parks Foundation is a tremendous 
asset to neighborhoods that are looking for ways to raise money 
for their parks.

l Years ago the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana Parks were created 

as part of an agreement between PG&E and the City of San José 
to provide the utility company with a right of way for their high-
voltage transmission lines and Almaden Valley residents with two 
new parks. Conflict between the existing trees and the high voltage 
transmission lines in the parks erupted in early 2010 as PG&E 
became concerned that some existing trees were causing a safety 
hazard for their power lines and announced a proposal to remove 
62 trees in 2010 and 78 in 2011. After many months of 
negotiations we were able to resolve the conflict and PG&E agreed 
to implement a multi-year plan that preserved the vast majority of 
the 140 trees originally planned for removal. In the end only thirteen 
of the most high-risk trees were cut and a cooperative 
partnership developed between the City, PG&E, Our City 
Forrest, the TJ Martin Neighborhood Association, the Martin 
Fontana Parks Association and the San José Parks Foundation. 
These groups now work together to replant and reconfigure the 
landscape of the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana parks and due to 
these efforts the parks are now more beautiful than ever!

l When San José Family Camp was struggling to meet the cost-
recovery requirements set by the City Council, I was able to help 
save San José Family Camp by advocating that it could be self-
sustaining under the right circumstances. I was able to bring 
together support form Congress members Anna Eschoo, Mike 
Honda and Zoe Lofgren who jointly sent a letter to the National 
Forrest Service supporting a special five-year permit for San José’s 
Family Camp at Yosemite. PRNS staff, the Parks and Recreation 
Commission, Friends of Family Camp and the community have 
come together to create and plan for self-sustainable growth over 
the next decade and beyond. More work needs to be done but I 
am pleased to have been able to help show that Family Camp at 
Yosemite has a viable future.

l The Vista Park Community Room was built by Summerhill Homes 

to support the community surrounding Vista Park (also known as 
the VEP Community Association). VEP has an elaborate vision for 
their park and I have been pleased to be able to help advocate for 
the site improvements and landscaping surrounding the Vista 
Park Community Room. For safety the Community Room was built 
with gates to protect the building but unfortunately shortly after the 
Community Room opened the gates malfunctioned. Although the 
malfunctioning gates were unfortunate it gave us the opportunity to 
be creative and we found funding for new gates through special 
projects under the Arts Commission. Now we are not only getting 
replacement gates but also have the opportunity to use art in a 
public area. Artist Bill Gould was selected to design the new Vista 
Park Gates and I am so pleased with his work with the 
community. I cannot wait to see the finished project!

l I am particularly proud to have worked with the San José 
Redevelopment Agency to open the first Whole Foods in San 
José back in 2010. The Blossom Hill corridor has always been a 
premier retail corridor in San José but now with Whole Foods at 
the corner of Blossom Hill and Almaden Expressway it is even 
stronger. The opening of Whole Foods has been very successful 
and has led the way for many other businesses to successfully 
open their doors in that same shopping center—Peet ’s Coffee & 
Tea, Pet Food Express, Pinkberry Yogurt, Chipotle and Union 
Bank. These new businesses have brought new life and energy to 
the area. 

l Since 2010 I have coordinated and attended yearly trips to 

Sacramento to provide an opportunity for San José Officials to 
meet with our State representatives so that we could discuss the 
future of our city together. I believe that face-to-face conversations 
with other elected officials helps us to build better working 
relationships and leads to a better understanding of our needs ad 
concerns. With the support of City staff, our small delegation met 
with every State representative for San José and brought valuable 
San Jose staff members with us to plead our case each year. Over 
the years we have been successful in raising awareness on policy 
and budgetary issues that are critical to the City. I believe this 
annual trip to Sacramento is vital to the future of San José and I 
hope the City continues to have many similar successful and 
engaging meetings with Sacramento in the future.

l I am very proud of my work promoting tourism and my work with 

San José’s Sister-Cities. In March of every year the City of San 
José welcomes the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, San José’s 
Sister City, and a delegation of city officials and business 
representatives. The purpose of the partnership has always been to 
build global cooperation at the municipal level, promote cultural 
understanding and stimulate economic development between San 
José and Dublin as well as the greater Silicon Valley and Ireland. 
Twenty-six years later our cities are continuing to work towards 
these goals and pushing further towards future trends such as 
waste management, bio-sciences, exchange of university students 
and emergency preparedness teams. I have also tried to establish 
an international reputation for the City of San José. Increasing 
name recognition will boost our economy, improve our airport and 
increase the quality of life in our city.

l I am proud to have incredibly strong ties to our District 10 

neighborhood associations. I value the work done by our 
neighborhoods to improve our community be that through tree 
plantings and other beautification projects or participation in 
Neighborhood Watch and National Night Out. My staff attend as 
many monthly neighborhood meetings as possible and I host a 
quarterly meeting for the District 10 neighborhood leaders. I am 
proud to support District 10 neighborhoods and to have helped 
establish and grow new neighborhood associations during my 
tenure. I am also delighted to have many District 10 neighborhood 
leaders serving on San José Boards and Commissions and am 
very pleased to have recently been able to help strengthen the role 
of residents on City Boards and Commissions through Council 
policy.

Reminder:
Everyone is invited to an Open House style Community Thank You 
Celebration at the Almaden Community Center from 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 13th with a more formal ceremony 
beginning at 5:45pm. We will serve hors d ’oeuvres and enjoy musical 
selections from the San Jose Youth Symphony. If you are able to attend, 
please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-535-4979 for 
more information.

I hope you will all join me on Thursday, December 13th to celebrate our 
eight wonderful years together!

All the best,

Nancy Pyle
District 10 Councilmember
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San José debuts new City website
Online visitors to the City of San José website, www.sanjoseca.gov, will 
discover a new look and better services that will make it easier to find 
information about the Capital of Silicon Valley. The redesigned website 
offers enhanced navigation, better search, and new tools for community 
engagement including:

• Intuitive navigational framework that focuses on “Community, Business, 
Visitors, Government and Environment” 
• Emergency Alerts that will display when there is a major emergency 
situation in San José
• Calendar of City-sponsored events
• More ways to subscribe to public information such as Emergency Alerts
• Enhanced Customer Service Center that includes online services
• Community Voice feature that supports public engagement, sharing of 
ideas, and grassroots collaboration
• Central Newsroom for the latest City of San José news and information
• Personalized website experience through My Connection 

“The new website is a major milestone for us that reflects significant effort 
from many City departments,” said David Vossbrink, Director of 
Communications. “It ’s a comprehensive overhaul and we still expect to find 
a few bugs. We ’re asking our users to let us know about any errors, broken
links, or other issues they find.” Please contact the City at 
webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov to report problems with the website.

San José Park Ranger Program Celebrates 40 years of Service
San José Park Rangers are historians, resource managers, law 
enforcement officers, curators, teachers, and sometimes first responders in 
emergency situations. During the mid-20th century San José quickly grew 
from a small agricultural town to become the urban center of Silicon Valley. 
With rapid growth came issues affecting many of the amenities that drew 
families to San José, including the park system. “Our most popular regional
parks like Alum Rock Park were literally being ‘loved to death ’ by heavy 
use,” said Julie Edmonds-Mares, Acting Director of the San José Parks, 
Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department. In response to public 
concern, San José established the park ranger program in spring 1972 to 
protect the natural and cultural resources of the City ’s park lands and open 
spaces. Park rangers were also assigned to protect park visitors and 
provide outdoor education programs to help visitors understand and care for 
public lands. Forty years later, San José’s park rangers are still on the job 
within four regional parks and patrol 50 miles of the growing system of trails
to handle a wide range of challenges. The San José Park Ranger Program 
will receive well-deserved recognition on Tuesday, December 11th at the 
1:30 p.m. Council Meeting when the City Council acknowledges the 40th 
anniversary of the program. Then a public reception to thank the strong 
network of San José Park Rangers that protects and preserves the San 
José park system will take place in the San José City Hall Rotunda 
immediately following the presentation of the commendation.

Project Manager Responding to Homeless Encampments Hired
The Housing Department has hired Ray Bramson as the City ’s Project 
Manager overseeing homeless encampment response. Ray comes to the 
City after spending the past few years with the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation and has a strong background in homeless services and 
resource development. Reporting to the Director of Housing, Ray will lead 
the City ’s response to homeless encampments and oversee the 
collaboration of multiple internal departments and external partner agencies.
Ray Bramson can be contacted directly at (408) 535-8234.

San José Youth Commission Hosts Successful Teen Forum
On November 15, the San José Youth Commission, in collaboration 
between American Leadership Forum of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County 
office of Education, Californians for Justice and the Eastside Union High 
School District, hosted the “Designing the 21st Century School” teen forum,
as part of the SJ2020 initiative to eliminate the high school achievement gap
in San José by the year 2020. The “Designing the 21st Century School” 
forum was created to promote a greater student voice in developing an 
effective education system that will meet the needs of our students. Close 
to 200 Eastside Union High School District students attended the forum 
and expressed their thoughts and ideas for the ideal 21st Century School. 
County of Santa Clara Schools Superintendent, Dr. Xavier De la Torre, and 
the City District 3 Youth Commissioner, Christian Sanchez, moderated the 
forum while other Youth Commissioners and Youth Advisory Council 
members facilitated the small group teen discussions. The post-event 
evaluations can be summed up by the quote from one of the high school 
participants who said, “It gives us hope, to know that our voice is being 
heard on important issues such as our education.” 

AMGEN TOUR OF CALIFORNIA HOST CITIES ANNOUNCED FOR 2013
Twelve cities have been named official Host City partners for the 2013 
Amgen Tour of California by AEG, presenter of the race, helping to make up
the route which will take riders on a South to North course for the first time 
in the eight-year race history. Considered America ’s largest and most 
prestigious professional road cycling stage race, the eighth consecutive 
edition of the Amgen Tour of California will travel approximately 750 miles 
from May 12th – 19th in 2013. 

The 12 Host City partners for the 2013 Amgen Tour of California include:

• Stage 1: Sunday, May 12 – Escondido  
• Stage 2: Monday, May 13 – Murrieta to Greater Palm Springs  
• Stage 3: Tuesday, May 14 – Palmdale to Santa Clarita  
• Stage 4: Wednesday, May 15 – Santa Clarita to Santa Barbara 
• Stage 5: Thursday, May 16 – Santa Barbara to Avila Beach  
• Stage 6: Friday, May 17 – San José (Individual Time Trial) 
• Stage 7: Saturday, May 18 – Livermore to Mt. Diablo  
• Stage 8: Sunday, May 19 – San Francisco to Santa Rosa  

San José will play host to Stage 6 and the Individual Time Trial, marking the
eighth consecutive year the race has visited the City. San José is the only 
city to participate in all eight editions of the race! Amgen also returns as the
race title sponsor for the eighth consecutive year, continuing to leverage the
event to raise awareness of the important resources available to people 
affected by cancer through its Breakaway from Cancer® initiative.

In celebration of the Host Cities announcement, the newly designed 2013 
race Leader Jersey, produced by the new, official Amgen Tour of California 
jersey supplier Champion System, is now available for purchase online at 
www.AmgenTourofCaliforniaStore.com. Also on sale is a special, Limited 
Edition Jersey, perfect for the cycling fan on your holiday gift list. More 
details on the Champion System partnership will be released next month.
For further information on the 2013 Amgen Tour of California, and to view the
2013 Amgen Tour of California map, visit www.AmgenTourofCalifornia.com.

PRNS Holiday Events
With the holiday season in full swing and the smell of spices in the air, the 
City of San José’s Department of Park, Recreation and Neighborhood 
Services (PRNS) wants to celebrate their annual Holiday Happenings 
campaign with you! PRNS has been busy planning some festive and 
affordable holiday activities for people of all ages, so visit them online at 
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns or stop by your local community center or park to 
find out what ’s happening in your neighborhood. Activities include Breakfast
with Santa, Holiday Themed Camps, Dinner and Dances and much, much 
more!

DOT and DPW Crews Make Preparations for the Storm Season
The Departments of Transportation and Public Works have largely 
completed their storm preparation efforts and are ready for the upcoming 
storm season. All of the major storm retention basins and drainage 
channels in the foothills have been cleared of debris and cleaned. All of the 
City ’s 29,000 storm drain inlets were cleaned during the summer to remove 
contaminants that could have been harmful to our waterways upon the 
season ’s first rain and a second round of cleaning to remove recently 
accumulated leaves and other debris is underway to prevent flooding during 
heavy rains. All of the City ’s 26 storm pump stations have been thoroughly 
inspected and maintained to ensure that they are functioning properly. In 
addition, on October 17, DOT conducted its annual storm planning and 
coordination meeting to review storm emergency response procedures, 
share new information about the storm sewer system and to ensure that all 
staff are well trained and prepared. All maintenance supervisors and senior 
field workers, storm engineers and managers, as well as key staff from 
DPW, were in attendance at the meeting. To report any storm related 
problems, please contact the Department of Transportation ’s Dispatch 
Office at 408-794-1900.

Plastic Bag Litter is Declining in Creek Hotspots
In September, Environmental Services staff completed the last of this year ’s
required cleanup of trash hot spots at 32 creek locations and removed a 
total of approximately 152 cubic yards of trash. Based on analysis of the 
trash content, The Bring Your Own Bag (BYOB) Ordinance, implemented in
January 2012, appears to be having an effect. Plastic bags, as a 
component of trash, have decreased from a level of 8% in 2011, to 4% in 
2012. A detailed presentation on the results of the first year of BYOB 
Ordinance implementation is planned for the December 2012 meeting of the
Transportation and Environment Committee. 

NEA Grants
In March 2012, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) received 1,509 
eligible applications for Art Works grants requesting more than $74 million 
in funding. On November 27th Chairman Rocco Landesman announced that
832 non-profit arts organizations nationwide have been selected to receive 
an NEA Art Works grant and four of those organizations selected were from
San José.

• Mexican Heritage Corporation $30,000
• San José Multicultural Artists Guild $10,000
• The Firebird Youth Chinese Orchestra $40,000
• San José Institute of Contemporary Art $15,000

The 832 recommended NEA grants total $22.3 million, span 13 artistic 
disciplines and fields, and focus primarily on the creation of work and 
presentation of both new and existing works for the benefit of American 
audiences. Applications were reviewed by panels of outside experts 
convened by NEA staff and each project was judged on its artistic 
excellence and artistic merit. For a complete listing of projects 
recommended for Art Works grant support, please visit the NEA website at 
www.arts.gov.

San José Climate Clock Model on display at City Hall
A working scale model of the winning design of an international art 
competition to design a “climate clock” is now on display at San José City 
Hall until September 2013. The ten-foot-tall model envisions a potential 
eight-story solar-powered kinetic sculpture called Organograph. Inspired by 
the form of a sun-seeking flower, Organograph would be entirely powered by
the sun and illustrate the complex mechanisms that govern the earth ’s 
carbon cycle. The goal of the envisioned interactive multilevel structure is to
stimulate public awareness and response to the processes and 
consequences of climate change. The model is located in the City Hall 
lobby near the entrance on South Sixth Street at Santa Clara Street. The 
working model of Organograph goes into action every day at 12:30 p.m. and
at 4:30 pm. An exhibit of the Climate Clock competition also is on display 
in the ground floor of the City Hall wing building. For more information and to
“Discover the Organograph” visit www.organograph-sj.org and view the video 
that illustrates the science and design concepts informing the artwork.

San Jose Boards and Commission Openings
Applications are now being accepted for several San Jose Boards and 
Commissions for upcoming and future vacancies. In order to serve you must
live in the City of San Jose and have a commitment to being active in the 
community. The Project Diversity Screening Committee currently has seven
open seats and applications are being accepted for those positions through 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 14th. Additionally there are several 
vacancies on other commissions that are accepting applications ongoing 
such as the Parks and Recreation Commission, the Early Care and 
Education Commission, and the Disability Advisory Commission. For more 
information visit www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337 or contact the 
Office of the City Clerk at (408) 535-1265.

San José Giants Winter Clinics
The San José Giants will hold their seventh annual Winter Clinics on 
January 3-4 and January 26-27. Both clinics will focus on preparing boys 
and girls ages 8 through 14 for the 2013 Spring Baseball or Softball season 
and Little League tryouts. The San José Giants recognize the importance of
individual instruction and are committed to having numerous instructors on-
hand for the most personal interaction and focused attention possible. The 
coaching staff and clinics will be led by former San José Giant and current 
Account Executive and Camp Coordinator, Taylor Wilding. During clinics, 
participants will work on all fundamentals of the game with a focus on base-
running, hitting, throwing, catching, and fielding. All sessions will take place
at San José State’s Blethen Field from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Participants 
will receive a San José Giants Youth Development Program Shirt, included 
in the registration price. To learn more about the San José Giants Winter 
Clinics visit sjgiants.com, call Taylor Wilding at (408) 380-4502, or email 
taylorwilding@sjgiants.com.

 

     
 Constituent Chart:  

   

     
 Council Meetings:  

 

Tuesday, December 4th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 18th; 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 25th—no meeting 
City Hall, 200 E Santa Clara Street, City Council Chambers
www.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/agenda.asp

 

     
 Community Calendar:  

 

STFNA General Membership Meeting
Monday, December 3rd
Santa Teresa High School
www.stfna.org/

Almaden Senior Association Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 9:45 a.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.almadenseniors.org/

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 5:30 p.m.
San José City Hall; 200 East Santa Clara Street, Wing Room 119
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns/sjcommissions/parks/default.asp

District 10 Night at Hawaiian Airlines / Kristi Yamaguchi Downtown 
Ice
Monday, December 10th; 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Circle of Palms off Market Street between the San José Museum of Art and
the Fairmont
www.sjdowntown.com/kidskate.html

Almaden Valley Community Association Meeting
Monday, December 10th; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.avca-sj.org/

Community Thank You Event
Thursday, December 13th; 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with 5:45 p.m. ceremony
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
Please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-53-54979 for more
information

City Hall Closure
Monday, December 24th – Tuesday, January 1st 
*City Hall will reopen on Wednesday, January 2nd

 

     
 Quote  

  “This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It is, instead,
the end of the beginning.” 

 

  –Winston Churchill 
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Dear Community Member, 

These past eight years have certainly been challenging but they also 
brought moments of great joy and pride. Here is a list of the top ten 
accomplishments I am most proud of from my time as your District 10 
Councilmember:

l In November 2010 I proposed San José adopt a Social Host 

Ordinance to hold adults accountable for underage drinking on 
private property. I worked with both the San José Youth 
Commission and the District 10 Youth Advisory Council to 
advocate for this Citywide Social Host Ordinance. After advocating 
for nearly a year-and-a-half the City Council passed the Social 
Host Ordinance last spring. The City ’s Social Host Ordinance 
imposes administrative fines and charges for public safety 
response costs for violations and we were all relieved when the 
Ordinance finally went into affect this past summer. Recalcitrant 
parents and other responsible persons who repeatedly allow 
underage drinking parties on their property now face large fines in 
addition to being responsible for cost recovery for each public 
safety response.

l As a Councilmember with a District that suffers from a lack of 

sports fields I have devoted much of my time over the last eight 
years to improve our existing sports fields and find space for 
others. The Community Sports Field Feasibility Study in 2006 
enabled my colleagues and I to understand the increased demand 
for sports fields and look for areas in each Council District that 
would be suitable for additional fields. PRNS worked with the San 
José Unified School District to jointly develop two turf soccer fields 
at Leland High School in 2007. This past spring I was honored to 
accept the City ’s largest gift to date! $4.2 million dollars was 
privately donated by an individual to help fund a City partnership 
with the San José Unified School District for two more turf fields at 
Allen at Steinbeck. I am very honored to have been trusted with 
such a gift and know the new turf sports fields will provide 
additional premier quality soccer fields for District 10.

l In 2009 the budget situation was so bad it looked like we would 

have to cut recreational programs like the Almaden Lake Park 
Swim Program and severely reduce the Parks Rangers Program. 
Both these programs were important to me so I asked the 
community to help me raise money to save the services for our 
community. At the same time, the San José Parks Foundation 
was being created. Now the Parks Foundation is a tremendous 
asset to neighborhoods that are looking for ways to raise money 
for their parks.

l Years ago the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana Parks were created 

as part of an agreement between PG&E and the City of San José 
to provide the utility company with a right of way for their high-
voltage transmission lines and Almaden Valley residents with two 
new parks. Conflict between the existing trees and the high voltage 
transmission lines in the parks erupted in early 2010 as PG&E 
became concerned that some existing trees were causing a safety 
hazard for their power lines and announced a proposal to remove 
62 trees in 2010 and 78 in 2011. After many months of 
negotiations we were able to resolve the conflict and PG&E agreed 
to implement a multi-year plan that preserved the vast majority of 
the 140 trees originally planned for removal. In the end only thirteen 
of the most high-risk trees were cut and a cooperative 
partnership developed between the City, PG&E, Our City 
Forrest, the TJ Martin Neighborhood Association, the Martin 
Fontana Parks Association and the San José Parks Foundation. 
These groups now work together to replant and reconfigure the 
landscape of the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana parks and due to 
these efforts the parks are now more beautiful than ever!

l When San José Family Camp was struggling to meet the cost-
recovery requirements set by the City Council, I was able to help 
save San José Family Camp by advocating that it could be self-
sustaining under the right circumstances. I was able to bring 
together support form Congress members Anna Eschoo, Mike 
Honda and Zoe Lofgren who jointly sent a letter to the National 
Forrest Service supporting a special five-year permit for San José’s 
Family Camp at Yosemite. PRNS staff, the Parks and Recreation 
Commission, Friends of Family Camp and the community have 
come together to create and plan for self-sustainable growth over 
the next decade and beyond. More work needs to be done but I 
am pleased to have been able to help show that Family Camp at 
Yosemite has a viable future.

l The Vista Park Community Room was built by Summerhill Homes 

to support the community surrounding Vista Park (also known as 
the VEP Community Association). VEP has an elaborate vision for 
their park and I have been pleased to be able to help advocate for 
the site improvements and landscaping surrounding the Vista 
Park Community Room. For safety the Community Room was built 
with gates to protect the building but unfortunately shortly after the 
Community Room opened the gates malfunctioned. Although the 
malfunctioning gates were unfortunate it gave us the opportunity to 
be creative and we found funding for new gates through special 
projects under the Arts Commission. Now we are not only getting 
replacement gates but also have the opportunity to use art in a 
public area. Artist Bill Gould was selected to design the new Vista 
Park Gates and I am so pleased with his work with the 
community. I cannot wait to see the finished project!

l I am particularly proud to have worked with the San José 
Redevelopment Agency to open the first Whole Foods in San 
José back in 2010. The Blossom Hill corridor has always been a 
premier retail corridor in San José but now with Whole Foods at 
the corner of Blossom Hill and Almaden Expressway it is even 
stronger. The opening of Whole Foods has been very successful 
and has led the way for many other businesses to successfully 
open their doors in that same shopping center—Peet ’s Coffee & 
Tea, Pet Food Express, Pinkberry Yogurt, Chipotle and Union 
Bank. These new businesses have brought new life and energy to 
the area. 

l Since 2010 I have coordinated and attended yearly trips to 

Sacramento to provide an opportunity for San José Officials to 
meet with our State representatives so that we could discuss the 
future of our city together. I believe that face-to-face conversations 
with other elected officials helps us to build better working 
relationships and leads to a better understanding of our needs ad 
concerns. With the support of City staff, our small delegation met 
with every State representative for San José and brought valuable 
San Jose staff members with us to plead our case each year. Over 
the years we have been successful in raising awareness on policy 
and budgetary issues that are critical to the City. I believe this 
annual trip to Sacramento is vital to the future of San José and I 
hope the City continues to have many similar successful and 
engaging meetings with Sacramento in the future.

l I am very proud of my work promoting tourism and my work with 

San José’s Sister-Cities. In March of every year the City of San 
José welcomes the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, San José’s 
Sister City, and a delegation of city officials and business 
representatives. The purpose of the partnership has always been to 
build global cooperation at the municipal level, promote cultural 
understanding and stimulate economic development between San 
José and Dublin as well as the greater Silicon Valley and Ireland. 
Twenty-six years later our cities are continuing to work towards 
these goals and pushing further towards future trends such as 
waste management, bio-sciences, exchange of university students 
and emergency preparedness teams. I have also tried to establish 
an international reputation for the City of San José. Increasing 
name recognition will boost our economy, improve our airport and 
increase the quality of life in our city.

l I am proud to have incredibly strong ties to our District 10 

neighborhood associations. I value the work done by our 
neighborhoods to improve our community be that through tree 
plantings and other beautification projects or participation in 
Neighborhood Watch and National Night Out. My staff attend as 
many monthly neighborhood meetings as possible and I host a 
quarterly meeting for the District 10 neighborhood leaders. I am 
proud to support District 10 neighborhoods and to have helped 
establish and grow new neighborhood associations during my 
tenure. I am also delighted to have many District 10 neighborhood 
leaders serving on San José Boards and Commissions and am 
very pleased to have recently been able to help strengthen the role 
of residents on City Boards and Commissions through Council 
policy.

Reminder:
Everyone is invited to an Open House style Community Thank You 
Celebration at the Almaden Community Center from 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 13th with a more formal ceremony 
beginning at 5:45pm. We will serve hors d ’oeuvres and enjoy musical 
selections from the San Jose Youth Symphony. If you are able to attend, 
please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-535-4979 for 
more information.

I hope you will all join me on Thursday, December 13th to celebrate our 
eight wonderful years together!

All the best,

Nancy Pyle
District 10 Councilmember
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San José debuts new City website
Online visitors to the City of San José website, www.sanjoseca.gov, will 
discover a new look and better services that will make it easier to find 
information about the Capital of Silicon Valley. The redesigned website 
offers enhanced navigation, better search, and new tools for community 
engagement including:

• Intuitive navigational framework that focuses on “Community, Business, 
Visitors, Government and Environment” 
• Emergency Alerts that will display when there is a major emergency 
situation in San José
• Calendar of City-sponsored events
• More ways to subscribe to public information such as Emergency Alerts
• Enhanced Customer Service Center that includes online services
• Community Voice feature that supports public engagement, sharing of 
ideas, and grassroots collaboration
• Central Newsroom for the latest City of San José news and information
• Personalized website experience through My Connection 

“The new website is a major milestone for us that reflects significant effort 
from many City departments,” said David Vossbrink, Director of 
Communications. “It ’s a comprehensive overhaul and we still expect to find 
a few bugs. We ’re asking our users to let us know about any errors, broken
links, or other issues they find.” Please contact the City at 
webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov to report problems with the website.

San José Park Ranger Program Celebrates 40 years of Service
San José Park Rangers are historians, resource managers, law 
enforcement officers, curators, teachers, and sometimes first responders in 
emergency situations. During the mid-20th century San José quickly grew 
from a small agricultural town to become the urban center of Silicon Valley. 
With rapid growth came issues affecting many of the amenities that drew 
families to San José, including the park system. “Our most popular regional
parks like Alum Rock Park were literally being ‘loved to death ’ by heavy 
use,” said Julie Edmonds-Mares, Acting Director of the San José Parks, 
Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department. In response to public 
concern, San José established the park ranger program in spring 1972 to 
protect the natural and cultural resources of the City ’s park lands and open 
spaces. Park rangers were also assigned to protect park visitors and 
provide outdoor education programs to help visitors understand and care for 
public lands. Forty years later, San José’s park rangers are still on the job 
within four regional parks and patrol 50 miles of the growing system of trails
to handle a wide range of challenges. The San José Park Ranger Program 
will receive well-deserved recognition on Tuesday, December 11th at the 
1:30 p.m. Council Meeting when the City Council acknowledges the 40th 
anniversary of the program. Then a public reception to thank the strong 
network of San José Park Rangers that protects and preserves the San 
José park system will take place in the San José City Hall Rotunda 
immediately following the presentation of the commendation.

Project Manager Responding to Homeless Encampments Hired
The Housing Department has hired Ray Bramson as the City ’s Project 
Manager overseeing homeless encampment response. Ray comes to the 
City after spending the past few years with the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation and has a strong background in homeless services and 
resource development. Reporting to the Director of Housing, Ray will lead 
the City ’s response to homeless encampments and oversee the 
collaboration of multiple internal departments and external partner agencies.
Ray Bramson can be contacted directly at (408) 535-8234.

San José Youth Commission Hosts Successful Teen Forum
On November 15, the San José Youth Commission, in collaboration 
between American Leadership Forum of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County 
office of Education, Californians for Justice and the Eastside Union High 
School District, hosted the “Designing the 21st Century School” teen forum,
as part of the SJ2020 initiative to eliminate the high school achievement gap
in San José by the year 2020. The “Designing the 21st Century School” 
forum was created to promote a greater student voice in developing an 
effective education system that will meet the needs of our students. Close 
to 200 Eastside Union High School District students attended the forum 
and expressed their thoughts and ideas for the ideal 21st Century School. 
County of Santa Clara Schools Superintendent, Dr. Xavier De la Torre, and 
the City District 3 Youth Commissioner, Christian Sanchez, moderated the 
forum while other Youth Commissioners and Youth Advisory Council 
members facilitated the small group teen discussions. The post-event 
evaluations can be summed up by the quote from one of the high school 
participants who said, “It gives us hope, to know that our voice is being 
heard on important issues such as our education.” 

AMGEN TOUR OF CALIFORNIA HOST CITIES ANNOUNCED FOR 2013
Twelve cities have been named official Host City partners for the 2013 
Amgen Tour of California by AEG, presenter of the race, helping to make up
the route which will take riders on a South to North course for the first time 
in the eight-year race history. Considered America ’s largest and most 
prestigious professional road cycling stage race, the eighth consecutive 
edition of the Amgen Tour of California will travel approximately 750 miles 
from May 12th – 19th in 2013. 

The 12 Host City partners for the 2013 Amgen Tour of California include:

• Stage 1: Sunday, May 12 – Escondido  
• Stage 2: Monday, May 13 – Murrieta to Greater Palm Springs  
• Stage 3: Tuesday, May 14 – Palmdale to Santa Clarita  
• Stage 4: Wednesday, May 15 – Santa Clarita to Santa Barbara 
• Stage 5: Thursday, May 16 – Santa Barbara to Avila Beach  
• Stage 6: Friday, May 17 – San José (Individual Time Trial) 
• Stage 7: Saturday, May 18 – Livermore to Mt. Diablo  
• Stage 8: Sunday, May 19 – San Francisco to Santa Rosa  

San José will play host to Stage 6 and the Individual Time Trial, marking the
eighth consecutive year the race has visited the City. San José is the only 
city to participate in all eight editions of the race! Amgen also returns as the
race title sponsor for the eighth consecutive year, continuing to leverage the
event to raise awareness of the important resources available to people 
affected by cancer through its Breakaway from Cancer® initiative.

In celebration of the Host Cities announcement, the newly designed 2013 
race Leader Jersey, produced by the new, official Amgen Tour of California 
jersey supplier Champion System, is now available for purchase online at 
www.AmgenTourofCaliforniaStore.com. Also on sale is a special, Limited 
Edition Jersey, perfect for the cycling fan on your holiday gift list. More 
details on the Champion System partnership will be released next month.
For further information on the 2013 Amgen Tour of California, and to view the
2013 Amgen Tour of California map, visit www.AmgenTourofCalifornia.com.

PRNS Holiday Events
With the holiday season in full swing and the smell of spices in the air, the 
City of San José’s Department of Park, Recreation and Neighborhood 
Services (PRNS) wants to celebrate their annual Holiday Happenings 
campaign with you! PRNS has been busy planning some festive and 
affordable holiday activities for people of all ages, so visit them online at 
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns or stop by your local community center or park to 
find out what ’s happening in your neighborhood. Activities include Breakfast
with Santa, Holiday Themed Camps, Dinner and Dances and much, much 
more!

DOT and DPW Crews Make Preparations for the Storm Season
The Departments of Transportation and Public Works have largely 
completed their storm preparation efforts and are ready for the upcoming 
storm season. All of the major storm retention basins and drainage 
channels in the foothills have been cleared of debris and cleaned. All of the 
City ’s 29,000 storm drain inlets were cleaned during the summer to remove 
contaminants that could have been harmful to our waterways upon the 
season ’s first rain and a second round of cleaning to remove recently 
accumulated leaves and other debris is underway to prevent flooding during 
heavy rains. All of the City ’s 26 storm pump stations have been thoroughly 
inspected and maintained to ensure that they are functioning properly. In 
addition, on October 17, DOT conducted its annual storm planning and 
coordination meeting to review storm emergency response procedures, 
share new information about the storm sewer system and to ensure that all 
staff are well trained and prepared. All maintenance supervisors and senior 
field workers, storm engineers and managers, as well as key staff from 
DPW, were in attendance at the meeting. To report any storm related 
problems, please contact the Department of Transportation ’s Dispatch 
Office at 408-794-1900.

Plastic Bag Litter is Declining in Creek Hotspots
In September, Environmental Services staff completed the last of this year ’s
required cleanup of trash hot spots at 32 creek locations and removed a 
total of approximately 152 cubic yards of trash. Based on analysis of the 
trash content, The Bring Your Own Bag (BYOB) Ordinance, implemented in
January 2012, appears to be having an effect. Plastic bags, as a 
component of trash, have decreased from a level of 8% in 2011, to 4% in 
2012. A detailed presentation on the results of the first year of BYOB 
Ordinance implementation is planned for the December 2012 meeting of the
Transportation and Environment Committee. 

NEA Grants
In March 2012, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) received 1,509 
eligible applications for Art Works grants requesting more than $74 million 
in funding. On November 27th Chairman Rocco Landesman announced that
832 non-profit arts organizations nationwide have been selected to receive 
an NEA Art Works grant and four of those organizations selected were from
San José.

• Mexican Heritage Corporation $30,000
• San José Multicultural Artists Guild $10,000
• The Firebird Youth Chinese Orchestra $40,000
• San José Institute of Contemporary Art $15,000

The 832 recommended NEA grants total $22.3 million, span 13 artistic 
disciplines and fields, and focus primarily on the creation of work and 
presentation of both new and existing works for the benefit of American 
audiences. Applications were reviewed by panels of outside experts 
convened by NEA staff and each project was judged on its artistic 
excellence and artistic merit. For a complete listing of projects 
recommended for Art Works grant support, please visit the NEA website at 
www.arts.gov.

San José Climate Clock Model on display at City Hall
A working scale model of the winning design of an international art 
competition to design a “climate clock” is now on display at San José City 
Hall until September 2013. The ten-foot-tall model envisions a potential 
eight-story solar-powered kinetic sculpture called Organograph. Inspired by 
the form of a sun-seeking flower, Organograph would be entirely powered by
the sun and illustrate the complex mechanisms that govern the earth ’s 
carbon cycle. The goal of the envisioned interactive multilevel structure is to
stimulate public awareness and response to the processes and 
consequences of climate change. The model is located in the City Hall 
lobby near the entrance on South Sixth Street at Santa Clara Street. The 
working model of Organograph goes into action every day at 12:30 p.m. and
at 4:30 pm. An exhibit of the Climate Clock competition also is on display 
in the ground floor of the City Hall wing building. For more information and to
“Discover the Organograph” visit www.organograph-sj.org and view the video 
that illustrates the science and design concepts informing the artwork.

San Jose Boards and Commission Openings
Applications are now being accepted for several San Jose Boards and 
Commissions for upcoming and future vacancies. In order to serve you must
live in the City of San Jose and have a commitment to being active in the 
community. The Project Diversity Screening Committee currently has seven
open seats and applications are being accepted for those positions through 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 14th. Additionally there are several 
vacancies on other commissions that are accepting applications ongoing 
such as the Parks and Recreation Commission, the Early Care and 
Education Commission, and the Disability Advisory Commission. For more 
information visit www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337 or contact the 
Office of the City Clerk at (408) 535-1265.

San José Giants Winter Clinics
The San José Giants will hold their seventh annual Winter Clinics on 
January 3-4 and January 26-27. Both clinics will focus on preparing boys 
and girls ages 8 through 14 for the 2013 Spring Baseball or Softball season 
and Little League tryouts. The San José Giants recognize the importance of
individual instruction and are committed to having numerous instructors on-
hand for the most personal interaction and focused attention possible. The 
coaching staff and clinics will be led by former San José Giant and current 
Account Executive and Camp Coordinator, Taylor Wilding. During clinics, 
participants will work on all fundamentals of the game with a focus on base-
running, hitting, throwing, catching, and fielding. All sessions will take place
at San José State’s Blethen Field from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Participants 
will receive a San José Giants Youth Development Program Shirt, included 
in the registration price. To learn more about the San José Giants Winter 
Clinics visit sjgiants.com, call Taylor Wilding at (408) 380-4502, or email 
taylorwilding@sjgiants.com.
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 Council Meetings:  

 

Tuesday, December 4th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 18th; 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 25th—no meeting 
City Hall, 200 E Santa Clara Street, City Council Chambers
www.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/agenda.asp

 

     
 Community Calendar:  

 

STFNA General Membership Meeting
Monday, December 3rd
Santa Teresa High School
www.stfna.org/

Almaden Senior Association Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 9:45 a.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.almadenseniors.org/

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 5:30 p.m.
San José City Hall; 200 East Santa Clara Street, Wing Room 119
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns/sjcommissions/parks/default.asp

District 10 Night at Hawaiian Airlines / Kristi Yamaguchi Downtown 
Ice
Monday, December 10th; 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Circle of Palms off Market Street between the San José Museum of Art and
the Fairmont
www.sjdowntown.com/kidskate.html

Almaden Valley Community Association Meeting
Monday, December 10th; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.avca-sj.org/

Community Thank You Event
Thursday, December 13th; 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with 5:45 p.m. ceremony
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
Please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-53-54979 for more
information

City Hall Closure
Monday, December 24th – Tuesday, January 1st 
*City Hall will reopen on Wednesday, January 2nd

 

     
 Quote  

  “This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It is, instead,
the end of the beginning.” 

 

  –Winston Churchill 
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Dear Community Member, 

These past eight years have certainly been challenging but they also 
brought moments of great joy and pride. Here is a list of the top ten 
accomplishments I am most proud of from my time as your District 10 
Councilmember:

l In November 2010 I proposed San José adopt a Social Host 

Ordinance to hold adults accountable for underage drinking on 
private property. I worked with both the San José Youth 
Commission and the District 10 Youth Advisory Council to 
advocate for this Citywide Social Host Ordinance. After advocating 
for nearly a year-and-a-half the City Council passed the Social 
Host Ordinance last spring. The City ’s Social Host Ordinance 
imposes administrative fines and charges for public safety 
response costs for violations and we were all relieved when the 
Ordinance finally went into affect this past summer. Recalcitrant 
parents and other responsible persons who repeatedly allow 
underage drinking parties on their property now face large fines in 
addition to being responsible for cost recovery for each public 
safety response.

l As a Councilmember with a District that suffers from a lack of 

sports fields I have devoted much of my time over the last eight 
years to improve our existing sports fields and find space for 
others. The Community Sports Field Feasibility Study in 2006 
enabled my colleagues and I to understand the increased demand 
for sports fields and look for areas in each Council District that 
would be suitable for additional fields. PRNS worked with the San 
José Unified School District to jointly develop two turf soccer fields 
at Leland High School in 2007. This past spring I was honored to 
accept the City ’s largest gift to date! $4.2 million dollars was 
privately donated by an individual to help fund a City partnership 
with the San José Unified School District for two more turf fields at 
Allen at Steinbeck. I am very honored to have been trusted with 
such a gift and know the new turf sports fields will provide 
additional premier quality soccer fields for District 10.

l In 2009 the budget situation was so bad it looked like we would 

have to cut recreational programs like the Almaden Lake Park 
Swim Program and severely reduce the Parks Rangers Program. 
Both these programs were important to me so I asked the 
community to help me raise money to save the services for our 
community. At the same time, the San José Parks Foundation 
was being created. Now the Parks Foundation is a tremendous 
asset to neighborhoods that are looking for ways to raise money 
for their parks.

l Years ago the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana Parks were created 

as part of an agreement between PG&E and the City of San José 
to provide the utility company with a right of way for their high-
voltage transmission lines and Almaden Valley residents with two 
new parks. Conflict between the existing trees and the high voltage 
transmission lines in the parks erupted in early 2010 as PG&E 
became concerned that some existing trees were causing a safety 
hazard for their power lines and announced a proposal to remove 
62 trees in 2010 and 78 in 2011. After many months of 
negotiations we were able to resolve the conflict and PG&E agreed 
to implement a multi-year plan that preserved the vast majority of 
the 140 trees originally planned for removal. In the end only thirteen 
of the most high-risk trees were cut and a cooperative 
partnership developed between the City, PG&E, Our City 
Forrest, the TJ Martin Neighborhood Association, the Martin 
Fontana Parks Association and the San José Parks Foundation. 
These groups now work together to replant and reconfigure the 
landscape of the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana parks and due to 
these efforts the parks are now more beautiful than ever!

l When San José Family Camp was struggling to meet the cost-
recovery requirements set by the City Council, I was able to help 
save San José Family Camp by advocating that it could be self-
sustaining under the right circumstances. I was able to bring 
together support form Congress members Anna Eschoo, Mike 
Honda and Zoe Lofgren who jointly sent a letter to the National 
Forrest Service supporting a special five-year permit for San José’s 
Family Camp at Yosemite. PRNS staff, the Parks and Recreation 
Commission, Friends of Family Camp and the community have 
come together to create and plan for self-sustainable growth over 
the next decade and beyond. More work needs to be done but I 
am pleased to have been able to help show that Family Camp at 
Yosemite has a viable future.

l The Vista Park Community Room was built by Summerhill Homes 

to support the community surrounding Vista Park (also known as 
the VEP Community Association). VEP has an elaborate vision for 
their park and I have been pleased to be able to help advocate for 
the site improvements and landscaping surrounding the Vista 
Park Community Room. For safety the Community Room was built 
with gates to protect the building but unfortunately shortly after the 
Community Room opened the gates malfunctioned. Although the 
malfunctioning gates were unfortunate it gave us the opportunity to 
be creative and we found funding for new gates through special 
projects under the Arts Commission. Now we are not only getting 
replacement gates but also have the opportunity to use art in a 
public area. Artist Bill Gould was selected to design the new Vista 
Park Gates and I am so pleased with his work with the 
community. I cannot wait to see the finished project!

l I am particularly proud to have worked with the San José 
Redevelopment Agency to open the first Whole Foods in San 
José back in 2010. The Blossom Hill corridor has always been a 
premier retail corridor in San José but now with Whole Foods at 
the corner of Blossom Hill and Almaden Expressway it is even 
stronger. The opening of Whole Foods has been very successful 
and has led the way for many other businesses to successfully 
open their doors in that same shopping center—Peet ’s Coffee & 
Tea, Pet Food Express, Pinkberry Yogurt, Chipotle and Union 
Bank. These new businesses have brought new life and energy to 
the area. 

l Since 2010 I have coordinated and attended yearly trips to 

Sacramento to provide an opportunity for San José Officials to 
meet with our State representatives so that we could discuss the 
future of our city together. I believe that face-to-face conversations 
with other elected officials helps us to build better working 
relationships and leads to a better understanding of our needs ad 
concerns. With the support of City staff, our small delegation met 
with every State representative for San José and brought valuable 
San Jose staff members with us to plead our case each year. Over 
the years we have been successful in raising awareness on policy 
and budgetary issues that are critical to the City. I believe this 
annual trip to Sacramento is vital to the future of San José and I 
hope the City continues to have many similar successful and 
engaging meetings with Sacramento in the future.

l I am very proud of my work promoting tourism and my work with 

San José’s Sister-Cities. In March of every year the City of San 
José welcomes the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, San José’s 
Sister City, and a delegation of city officials and business 
representatives. The purpose of the partnership has always been to 
build global cooperation at the municipal level, promote cultural 
understanding and stimulate economic development between San 
José and Dublin as well as the greater Silicon Valley and Ireland. 
Twenty-six years later our cities are continuing to work towards 
these goals and pushing further towards future trends such as 
waste management, bio-sciences, exchange of university students 
and emergency preparedness teams. I have also tried to establish 
an international reputation for the City of San José. Increasing 
name recognition will boost our economy, improve our airport and 
increase the quality of life in our city.

l I am proud to have incredibly strong ties to our District 10 

neighborhood associations. I value the work done by our 
neighborhoods to improve our community be that through tree 
plantings and other beautification projects or participation in 
Neighborhood Watch and National Night Out. My staff attend as 
many monthly neighborhood meetings as possible and I host a 
quarterly meeting for the District 10 neighborhood leaders. I am 
proud to support District 10 neighborhoods and to have helped 
establish and grow new neighborhood associations during my 
tenure. I am also delighted to have many District 10 neighborhood 
leaders serving on San José Boards and Commissions and am 
very pleased to have recently been able to help strengthen the role 
of residents on City Boards and Commissions through Council 
policy.

Reminder:
Everyone is invited to an Open House style Community Thank You 
Celebration at the Almaden Community Center from 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 13th with a more formal ceremony 
beginning at 5:45pm. We will serve hors d ’oeuvres and enjoy musical 
selections from the San Jose Youth Symphony. If you are able to attend, 
please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-535-4979 for 
more information.

I hope you will all join me on Thursday, December 13th to celebrate our 
eight wonderful years together!

All the best,

Nancy Pyle
District 10 Councilmember
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San José debuts new City website
Online visitors to the City of San José website, www.sanjoseca.gov, will 
discover a new look and better services that will make it easier to find 
information about the Capital of Silicon Valley. The redesigned website 
offers enhanced navigation, better search, and new tools for community 
engagement including:

• Intuitive navigational framework that focuses on “Community, Business, 
Visitors, Government and Environment” 
• Emergency Alerts that will display when there is a major emergency 
situation in San José
• Calendar of City-sponsored events
• More ways to subscribe to public information such as Emergency Alerts
• Enhanced Customer Service Center that includes online services
• Community Voice feature that supports public engagement, sharing of 
ideas, and grassroots collaboration
• Central Newsroom for the latest City of San José news and information
• Personalized website experience through My Connection 

“The new website is a major milestone for us that reflects significant effort 
from many City departments,” said David Vossbrink, Director of 
Communications. “It ’s a comprehensive overhaul and we still expect to find 
a few bugs. We ’re asking our users to let us know about any errors, broken
links, or other issues they find.” Please contact the City at 
webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov to report problems with the website.

San José Park Ranger Program Celebrates 40 years of Service
San José Park Rangers are historians, resource managers, law 
enforcement officers, curators, teachers, and sometimes first responders in 
emergency situations. During the mid-20th century San José quickly grew 
from a small agricultural town to become the urban center of Silicon Valley. 
With rapid growth came issues affecting many of the amenities that drew 
families to San José, including the park system. “Our most popular regional
parks like Alum Rock Park were literally being ‘loved to death ’ by heavy 
use,” said Julie Edmonds-Mares, Acting Director of the San José Parks, 
Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department. In response to public 
concern, San José established the park ranger program in spring 1972 to 
protect the natural and cultural resources of the City ’s park lands and open 
spaces. Park rangers were also assigned to protect park visitors and 
provide outdoor education programs to help visitors understand and care for 
public lands. Forty years later, San José’s park rangers are still on the job 
within four regional parks and patrol 50 miles of the growing system of trails
to handle a wide range of challenges. The San José Park Ranger Program 
will receive well-deserved recognition on Tuesday, December 11th at the 
1:30 p.m. Council Meeting when the City Council acknowledges the 40th 
anniversary of the program. Then a public reception to thank the strong 
network of San José Park Rangers that protects and preserves the San 
José park system will take place in the San José City Hall Rotunda 
immediately following the presentation of the commendation.

Project Manager Responding to Homeless Encampments Hired
The Housing Department has hired Ray Bramson as the City ’s Project 
Manager overseeing homeless encampment response. Ray comes to the 
City after spending the past few years with the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation and has a strong background in homeless services and 
resource development. Reporting to the Director of Housing, Ray will lead 
the City ’s response to homeless encampments and oversee the 
collaboration of multiple internal departments and external partner agencies.
Ray Bramson can be contacted directly at (408) 535-8234.

San José Youth Commission Hosts Successful Teen Forum
On November 15, the San José Youth Commission, in collaboration 
between American Leadership Forum of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County 
office of Education, Californians for Justice and the Eastside Union High 
School District, hosted the “Designing the 21st Century School” teen forum,
as part of the SJ2020 initiative to eliminate the high school achievement gap
in San José by the year 2020. The “Designing the 21st Century School” 
forum was created to promote a greater student voice in developing an 
effective education system that will meet the needs of our students. Close 
to 200 Eastside Union High School District students attended the forum 
and expressed their thoughts and ideas for the ideal 21st Century School. 
County of Santa Clara Schools Superintendent, Dr. Xavier De la Torre, and 
the City District 3 Youth Commissioner, Christian Sanchez, moderated the 
forum while other Youth Commissioners and Youth Advisory Council 
members facilitated the small group teen discussions. The post-event 
evaluations can be summed up by the quote from one of the high school 
participants who said, “It gives us hope, to know that our voice is being 
heard on important issues such as our education.” 

AMGEN TOUR OF CALIFORNIA HOST CITIES ANNOUNCED FOR 2013
Twelve cities have been named official Host City partners for the 2013 
Amgen Tour of California by AEG, presenter of the race, helping to make up
the route which will take riders on a South to North course for the first time 
in the eight-year race history. Considered America ’s largest and most 
prestigious professional road cycling stage race, the eighth consecutive 
edition of the Amgen Tour of California will travel approximately 750 miles 
from May 12th – 19th in 2013. 

The 12 Host City partners for the 2013 Amgen Tour of California include:

• Stage 1: Sunday, May 12 – Escondido  
• Stage 2: Monday, May 13 – Murrieta to Greater Palm Springs  
• Stage 3: Tuesday, May 14 – Palmdale to Santa Clarita  
• Stage 4: Wednesday, May 15 – Santa Clarita to Santa Barbara 
• Stage 5: Thursday, May 16 – Santa Barbara to Avila Beach  
• Stage 6: Friday, May 17 – San José (Individual Time Trial) 
• Stage 7: Saturday, May 18 – Livermore to Mt. Diablo  
• Stage 8: Sunday, May 19 – San Francisco to Santa Rosa  

San José will play host to Stage 6 and the Individual Time Trial, marking the
eighth consecutive year the race has visited the City. San José is the only 
city to participate in all eight editions of the race! Amgen also returns as the
race title sponsor for the eighth consecutive year, continuing to leverage the
event to raise awareness of the important resources available to people 
affected by cancer through its Breakaway from Cancer® initiative.

In celebration of the Host Cities announcement, the newly designed 2013 
race Leader Jersey, produced by the new, official Amgen Tour of California 
jersey supplier Champion System, is now available for purchase online at 
www.AmgenTourofCaliforniaStore.com. Also on sale is a special, Limited 
Edition Jersey, perfect for the cycling fan on your holiday gift list. More 
details on the Champion System partnership will be released next month.
For further information on the 2013 Amgen Tour of California, and to view the
2013 Amgen Tour of California map, visit www.AmgenTourofCalifornia.com.

PRNS Holiday Events
With the holiday season in full swing and the smell of spices in the air, the 
City of San José’s Department of Park, Recreation and Neighborhood 
Services (PRNS) wants to celebrate their annual Holiday Happenings 
campaign with you! PRNS has been busy planning some festive and 
affordable holiday activities for people of all ages, so visit them online at 
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns or stop by your local community center or park to 
find out what ’s happening in your neighborhood. Activities include Breakfast
with Santa, Holiday Themed Camps, Dinner and Dances and much, much 
more!

DOT and DPW Crews Make Preparations for the Storm Season
The Departments of Transportation and Public Works have largely 
completed their storm preparation efforts and are ready for the upcoming 
storm season. All of the major storm retention basins and drainage 
channels in the foothills have been cleared of debris and cleaned. All of the 
City ’s 29,000 storm drain inlets were cleaned during the summer to remove 
contaminants that could have been harmful to our waterways upon the 
season ’s first rain and a second round of cleaning to remove recently 
accumulated leaves and other debris is underway to prevent flooding during 
heavy rains. All of the City ’s 26 storm pump stations have been thoroughly 
inspected and maintained to ensure that they are functioning properly. In 
addition, on October 17, DOT conducted its annual storm planning and 
coordination meeting to review storm emergency response procedures, 
share new information about the storm sewer system and to ensure that all 
staff are well trained and prepared. All maintenance supervisors and senior 
field workers, storm engineers and managers, as well as key staff from 
DPW, were in attendance at the meeting. To report any storm related 
problems, please contact the Department of Transportation ’s Dispatch 
Office at 408-794-1900.

Plastic Bag Litter is Declining in Creek Hotspots
In September, Environmental Services staff completed the last of this year ’s
required cleanup of trash hot spots at 32 creek locations and removed a 
total of approximately 152 cubic yards of trash. Based on analysis of the 
trash content, The Bring Your Own Bag (BYOB) Ordinance, implemented in
January 2012, appears to be having an effect. Plastic bags, as a 
component of trash, have decreased from a level of 8% in 2011, to 4% in 
2012. A detailed presentation on the results of the first year of BYOB 
Ordinance implementation is planned for the December 2012 meeting of the
Transportation and Environment Committee. 

NEA Grants
In March 2012, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) received 1,509 
eligible applications for Art Works grants requesting more than $74 million 
in funding. On November 27th Chairman Rocco Landesman announced that
832 non-profit arts organizations nationwide have been selected to receive 
an NEA Art Works grant and four of those organizations selected were from
San José.

• Mexican Heritage Corporation $30,000
• San José Multicultural Artists Guild $10,000
• The Firebird Youth Chinese Orchestra $40,000
• San José Institute of Contemporary Art $15,000

The 832 recommended NEA grants total $22.3 million, span 13 artistic 
disciplines and fields, and focus primarily on the creation of work and 
presentation of both new and existing works for the benefit of American 
audiences. Applications were reviewed by panels of outside experts 
convened by NEA staff and each project was judged on its artistic 
excellence and artistic merit. For a complete listing of projects 
recommended for Art Works grant support, please visit the NEA website at 
www.arts.gov.

San José Climate Clock Model on display at City Hall
A working scale model of the winning design of an international art 
competition to design a “climate clock” is now on display at San José City 
Hall until September 2013. The ten-foot-tall model envisions a potential 
eight-story solar-powered kinetic sculpture called Organograph. Inspired by 
the form of a sun-seeking flower, Organograph would be entirely powered by
the sun and illustrate the complex mechanisms that govern the earth ’s 
carbon cycle. The goal of the envisioned interactive multilevel structure is to
stimulate public awareness and response to the processes and 
consequences of climate change. The model is located in the City Hall 
lobby near the entrance on South Sixth Street at Santa Clara Street. The 
working model of Organograph goes into action every day at 12:30 p.m. and
at 4:30 pm. An exhibit of the Climate Clock competition also is on display 
in the ground floor of the City Hall wing building. For more information and to
“Discover the Organograph” visit www.organograph-sj.org and view the video 
that illustrates the science and design concepts informing the artwork.

San Jose Boards and Commission Openings
Applications are now being accepted for several San Jose Boards and 
Commissions for upcoming and future vacancies. In order to serve you must
live in the City of San Jose and have a commitment to being active in the 
community. The Project Diversity Screening Committee currently has seven
open seats and applications are being accepted for those positions through 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 14th. Additionally there are several 
vacancies on other commissions that are accepting applications ongoing 
such as the Parks and Recreation Commission, the Early Care and 
Education Commission, and the Disability Advisory Commission. For more 
information visit www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337 or contact the 
Office of the City Clerk at (408) 535-1265.

San José Giants Winter Clinics
The San José Giants will hold their seventh annual Winter Clinics on 
January 3-4 and January 26-27. Both clinics will focus on preparing boys 
and girls ages 8 through 14 for the 2013 Spring Baseball or Softball season 
and Little League tryouts. The San José Giants recognize the importance of
individual instruction and are committed to having numerous instructors on-
hand for the most personal interaction and focused attention possible. The 
coaching staff and clinics will be led by former San José Giant and current 
Account Executive and Camp Coordinator, Taylor Wilding. During clinics, 
participants will work on all fundamentals of the game with a focus on base-
running, hitting, throwing, catching, and fielding. All sessions will take place
at San José State’s Blethen Field from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Participants 
will receive a San José Giants Youth Development Program Shirt, included 
in the registration price. To learn more about the San José Giants Winter 
Clinics visit sjgiants.com, call Taylor Wilding at (408) 380-4502, or email 
taylorwilding@sjgiants.com.

 

     
 Constituent Chart:  

   

     
 Council Meetings:  

 

Tuesday, December 4th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 18th; 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 25th—no meeting 
City Hall, 200 E Santa Clara Street, City Council Chambers
www.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/agenda.asp

 

     
 Community Calendar:  

 

STFNA General Membership Meeting
Monday, December 3rd
Santa Teresa High School
www.stfna.org/

Almaden Senior Association Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 9:45 a.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.almadenseniors.org/

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 5:30 p.m.
San José City Hall; 200 East Santa Clara Street, Wing Room 119
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns/sjcommissions/parks/default.asp

District 10 Night at Hawaiian Airlines / Kristi Yamaguchi Downtown 
Ice
Monday, December 10th; 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Circle of Palms off Market Street between the San José Museum of Art and
the Fairmont
www.sjdowntown.com/kidskate.html

Almaden Valley Community Association Meeting
Monday, December 10th; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.avca-sj.org/

Community Thank You Event
Thursday, December 13th; 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with 5:45 p.m. ceremony
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
Please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-53-54979 for more
information

City Hall Closure
Monday, December 24th – Tuesday, January 1st 
*City Hall will reopen on Wednesday, January 2nd

 

     
 Quote  

  “This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It is, instead,
the end of the beginning.” 

 

  –Winston Churchill 
       
  You may Unsubscribe (Opt-Out) from future communications, and set your communications preferences here.

You may update your contact information here. «EmailTracker»

http://santarunsv.com/
http://sjdowntown.com/downtownice/
http://mexicoextravaganza.com/
http://www.breakawayfromcancer.com/
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Dear Community Member, 

These past eight years have certainly been challenging but they also 
brought moments of great joy and pride. Here is a list of the top ten 
accomplishments I am most proud of from my time as your District 10 
Councilmember:

l In November 2010 I proposed San José adopt a Social Host 

Ordinance to hold adults accountable for underage drinking on 
private property. I worked with both the San José Youth 
Commission and the District 10 Youth Advisory Council to 
advocate for this Citywide Social Host Ordinance. After advocating 
for nearly a year-and-a-half the City Council passed the Social 
Host Ordinance last spring. The City ’s Social Host Ordinance 
imposes administrative fines and charges for public safety 
response costs for violations and we were all relieved when the 
Ordinance finally went into affect this past summer. Recalcitrant 
parents and other responsible persons who repeatedly allow 
underage drinking parties on their property now face large fines in 
addition to being responsible for cost recovery for each public 
safety response.

l As a Councilmember with a District that suffers from a lack of 

sports fields I have devoted much of my time over the last eight 
years to improve our existing sports fields and find space for 
others. The Community Sports Field Feasibility Study in 2006 
enabled my colleagues and I to understand the increased demand 
for sports fields and look for areas in each Council District that 
would be suitable for additional fields. PRNS worked with the San 
José Unified School District to jointly develop two turf soccer fields 
at Leland High School in 2007. This past spring I was honored to 
accept the City ’s largest gift to date! $4.2 million dollars was 
privately donated by an individual to help fund a City partnership 
with the San José Unified School District for two more turf fields at 
Allen at Steinbeck. I am very honored to have been trusted with 
such a gift and know the new turf sports fields will provide 
additional premier quality soccer fields for District 10.

l In 2009 the budget situation was so bad it looked like we would 

have to cut recreational programs like the Almaden Lake Park 
Swim Program and severely reduce the Parks Rangers Program. 
Both these programs were important to me so I asked the 
community to help me raise money to save the services for our 
community. At the same time, the San José Parks Foundation 
was being created. Now the Parks Foundation is a tremendous 
asset to neighborhoods that are looking for ways to raise money 
for their parks.

l Years ago the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana Parks were created 

as part of an agreement between PG&E and the City of San José 
to provide the utility company with a right of way for their high-
voltage transmission lines and Almaden Valley residents with two 
new parks. Conflict between the existing trees and the high voltage 
transmission lines in the parks erupted in early 2010 as PG&E 
became concerned that some existing trees were causing a safety 
hazard for their power lines and announced a proposal to remove 
62 trees in 2010 and 78 in 2011. After many months of 
negotiations we were able to resolve the conflict and PG&E agreed 
to implement a multi-year plan that preserved the vast majority of 
the 140 trees originally planned for removal. In the end only thirteen 
of the most high-risk trees were cut and a cooperative 
partnership developed between the City, PG&E, Our City 
Forrest, the TJ Martin Neighborhood Association, the Martin 
Fontana Parks Association and the San José Parks Foundation. 
These groups now work together to replant and reconfigure the 
landscape of the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana parks and due to 
these efforts the parks are now more beautiful than ever!

l When San José Family Camp was struggling to meet the cost-
recovery requirements set by the City Council, I was able to help 
save San José Family Camp by advocating that it could be self-
sustaining under the right circumstances. I was able to bring 
together support form Congress members Anna Eschoo, Mike 
Honda and Zoe Lofgren who jointly sent a letter to the National 
Forrest Service supporting a special five-year permit for San José’s 
Family Camp at Yosemite. PRNS staff, the Parks and Recreation 
Commission, Friends of Family Camp and the community have 
come together to create and plan for self-sustainable growth over 
the next decade and beyond. More work needs to be done but I 
am pleased to have been able to help show that Family Camp at 
Yosemite has a viable future.

l The Vista Park Community Room was built by Summerhill Homes 

to support the community surrounding Vista Park (also known as 
the VEP Community Association). VEP has an elaborate vision for 
their park and I have been pleased to be able to help advocate for 
the site improvements and landscaping surrounding the Vista 
Park Community Room. For safety the Community Room was built 
with gates to protect the building but unfortunately shortly after the 
Community Room opened the gates malfunctioned. Although the 
malfunctioning gates were unfortunate it gave us the opportunity to 
be creative and we found funding for new gates through special 
projects under the Arts Commission. Now we are not only getting 
replacement gates but also have the opportunity to use art in a 
public area. Artist Bill Gould was selected to design the new Vista 
Park Gates and I am so pleased with his work with the 
community. I cannot wait to see the finished project!

l I am particularly proud to have worked with the San José 
Redevelopment Agency to open the first Whole Foods in San 
José back in 2010. The Blossom Hill corridor has always been a 
premier retail corridor in San José but now with Whole Foods at 
the corner of Blossom Hill and Almaden Expressway it is even 
stronger. The opening of Whole Foods has been very successful 
and has led the way for many other businesses to successfully 
open their doors in that same shopping center—Peet ’s Coffee & 
Tea, Pet Food Express, Pinkberry Yogurt, Chipotle and Union 
Bank. These new businesses have brought new life and energy to 
the area. 

l Since 2010 I have coordinated and attended yearly trips to 

Sacramento to provide an opportunity for San José Officials to 
meet with our State representatives so that we could discuss the 
future of our city together. I believe that face-to-face conversations 
with other elected officials helps us to build better working 
relationships and leads to a better understanding of our needs ad 
concerns. With the support of City staff, our small delegation met 
with every State representative for San José and brought valuable 
San Jose staff members with us to plead our case each year. Over 
the years we have been successful in raising awareness on policy 
and budgetary issues that are critical to the City. I believe this 
annual trip to Sacramento is vital to the future of San José and I 
hope the City continues to have many similar successful and 
engaging meetings with Sacramento in the future.

l I am very proud of my work promoting tourism and my work with 

San José’s Sister-Cities. In March of every year the City of San 
José welcomes the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, San José’s 
Sister City, and a delegation of city officials and business 
representatives. The purpose of the partnership has always been to 
build global cooperation at the municipal level, promote cultural 
understanding and stimulate economic development between San 
José and Dublin as well as the greater Silicon Valley and Ireland. 
Twenty-six years later our cities are continuing to work towards 
these goals and pushing further towards future trends such as 
waste management, bio-sciences, exchange of university students 
and emergency preparedness teams. I have also tried to establish 
an international reputation for the City of San José. Increasing 
name recognition will boost our economy, improve our airport and 
increase the quality of life in our city.

l I am proud to have incredibly strong ties to our District 10 

neighborhood associations. I value the work done by our 
neighborhoods to improve our community be that through tree 
plantings and other beautification projects or participation in 
Neighborhood Watch and National Night Out. My staff attend as 
many monthly neighborhood meetings as possible and I host a 
quarterly meeting for the District 10 neighborhood leaders. I am 
proud to support District 10 neighborhoods and to have helped 
establish and grow new neighborhood associations during my 
tenure. I am also delighted to have many District 10 neighborhood 
leaders serving on San José Boards and Commissions and am 
very pleased to have recently been able to help strengthen the role 
of residents on City Boards and Commissions through Council 
policy.

Reminder:
Everyone is invited to an Open House style Community Thank You 
Celebration at the Almaden Community Center from 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 13th with a more formal ceremony 
beginning at 5:45pm. We will serve hors d ’oeuvres and enjoy musical 
selections from the San Jose Youth Symphony. If you are able to attend, 
please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-535-4979 for 
more information.

I hope you will all join me on Thursday, December 13th to celebrate our 
eight wonderful years together!

All the best,

Nancy Pyle
District 10 Councilmember
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San José debuts new City website
Online visitors to the City of San José website, www.sanjoseca.gov, will 
discover a new look and better services that will make it easier to find 
information about the Capital of Silicon Valley. The redesigned website 
offers enhanced navigation, better search, and new tools for community 
engagement including:

• Intuitive navigational framework that focuses on “Community, Business, 
Visitors, Government and Environment” 
• Emergency Alerts that will display when there is a major emergency 
situation in San José
• Calendar of City-sponsored events
• More ways to subscribe to public information such as Emergency Alerts
• Enhanced Customer Service Center that includes online services
• Community Voice feature that supports public engagement, sharing of 
ideas, and grassroots collaboration
• Central Newsroom for the latest City of San José news and information
• Personalized website experience through My Connection 

“The new website is a major milestone for us that reflects significant effort 
from many City departments,” said David Vossbrink, Director of 
Communications. “It ’s a comprehensive overhaul and we still expect to find 
a few bugs. We ’re asking our users to let us know about any errors, broken
links, or other issues they find.” Please contact the City at 
webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov to report problems with the website.

San José Park Ranger Program Celebrates 40 years of Service
San José Park Rangers are historians, resource managers, law 
enforcement officers, curators, teachers, and sometimes first responders in 
emergency situations. During the mid-20th century San José quickly grew 
from a small agricultural town to become the urban center of Silicon Valley. 
With rapid growth came issues affecting many of the amenities that drew 
families to San José, including the park system. “Our most popular regional
parks like Alum Rock Park were literally being ‘loved to death ’ by heavy 
use,” said Julie Edmonds-Mares, Acting Director of the San José Parks, 
Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department. In response to public 
concern, San José established the park ranger program in spring 1972 to 
protect the natural and cultural resources of the City ’s park lands and open 
spaces. Park rangers were also assigned to protect park visitors and 
provide outdoor education programs to help visitors understand and care for 
public lands. Forty years later, San José’s park rangers are still on the job 
within four regional parks and patrol 50 miles of the growing system of trails
to handle a wide range of challenges. The San José Park Ranger Program 
will receive well-deserved recognition on Tuesday, December 11th at the 
1:30 p.m. Council Meeting when the City Council acknowledges the 40th 
anniversary of the program. Then a public reception to thank the strong 
network of San José Park Rangers that protects and preserves the San 
José park system will take place in the San José City Hall Rotunda 
immediately following the presentation of the commendation.

Project Manager Responding to Homeless Encampments Hired
The Housing Department has hired Ray Bramson as the City ’s Project 
Manager overseeing homeless encampment response. Ray comes to the 
City after spending the past few years with the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation and has a strong background in homeless services and 
resource development. Reporting to the Director of Housing, Ray will lead 
the City ’s response to homeless encampments and oversee the 
collaboration of multiple internal departments and external partner agencies.
Ray Bramson can be contacted directly at (408) 535-8234.

San José Youth Commission Hosts Successful Teen Forum
On November 15, the San José Youth Commission, in collaboration 
between American Leadership Forum of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County 
office of Education, Californians for Justice and the Eastside Union High 
School District, hosted the “Designing the 21st Century School” teen forum,
as part of the SJ2020 initiative to eliminate the high school achievement gap
in San José by the year 2020. The “Designing the 21st Century School” 
forum was created to promote a greater student voice in developing an 
effective education system that will meet the needs of our students. Close 
to 200 Eastside Union High School District students attended the forum 
and expressed their thoughts and ideas for the ideal 21st Century School. 
County of Santa Clara Schools Superintendent, Dr. Xavier De la Torre, and 
the City District 3 Youth Commissioner, Christian Sanchez, moderated the 
forum while other Youth Commissioners and Youth Advisory Council 
members facilitated the small group teen discussions. The post-event 
evaluations can be summed up by the quote from one of the high school 
participants who said, “It gives us hope, to know that our voice is being 
heard on important issues such as our education.” 

AMGEN TOUR OF CALIFORNIA HOST CITIES ANNOUNCED FOR 2013
Twelve cities have been named official Host City partners for the 2013 
Amgen Tour of California by AEG, presenter of the race, helping to make up
the route which will take riders on a South to North course for the first time 
in the eight-year race history. Considered America ’s largest and most 
prestigious professional road cycling stage race, the eighth consecutive 
edition of the Amgen Tour of California will travel approximately 750 miles 
from May 12th – 19th in 2013. 

The 12 Host City partners for the 2013 Amgen Tour of California include:

• Stage 1: Sunday, May 12 – Escondido  
• Stage 2: Monday, May 13 – Murrieta to Greater Palm Springs  
• Stage 3: Tuesday, May 14 – Palmdale to Santa Clarita  
• Stage 4: Wednesday, May 15 – Santa Clarita to Santa Barbara 
• Stage 5: Thursday, May 16 – Santa Barbara to Avila Beach  
• Stage 6: Friday, May 17 – San José (Individual Time Trial) 
• Stage 7: Saturday, May 18 – Livermore to Mt. Diablo  
• Stage 8: Sunday, May 19 – San Francisco to Santa Rosa  

San José will play host to Stage 6 and the Individual Time Trial, marking the
eighth consecutive year the race has visited the City. San José is the only 
city to participate in all eight editions of the race! Amgen also returns as the
race title sponsor for the eighth consecutive year, continuing to leverage the
event to raise awareness of the important resources available to people 
affected by cancer through its Breakaway from Cancer® initiative.

In celebration of the Host Cities announcement, the newly designed 2013 
race Leader Jersey, produced by the new, official Amgen Tour of California 
jersey supplier Champion System, is now available for purchase online at 
www.AmgenTourofCaliforniaStore.com. Also on sale is a special, Limited 
Edition Jersey, perfect for the cycling fan on your holiday gift list. More 
details on the Champion System partnership will be released next month.
For further information on the 2013 Amgen Tour of California, and to view the
2013 Amgen Tour of California map, visit www.AmgenTourofCalifornia.com.

PRNS Holiday Events
With the holiday season in full swing and the smell of spices in the air, the 
City of San José’s Department of Park, Recreation and Neighborhood 
Services (PRNS) wants to celebrate their annual Holiday Happenings 
campaign with you! PRNS has been busy planning some festive and 
affordable holiday activities for people of all ages, so visit them online at 
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns or stop by your local community center or park to 
find out what ’s happening in your neighborhood. Activities include Breakfast
with Santa, Holiday Themed Camps, Dinner and Dances and much, much 
more!

DOT and DPW Crews Make Preparations for the Storm Season
The Departments of Transportation and Public Works have largely 
completed their storm preparation efforts and are ready for the upcoming 
storm season. All of the major storm retention basins and drainage 
channels in the foothills have been cleared of debris and cleaned. All of the 
City ’s 29,000 storm drain inlets were cleaned during the summer to remove 
contaminants that could have been harmful to our waterways upon the 
season ’s first rain and a second round of cleaning to remove recently 
accumulated leaves and other debris is underway to prevent flooding during 
heavy rains. All of the City ’s 26 storm pump stations have been thoroughly 
inspected and maintained to ensure that they are functioning properly. In 
addition, on October 17, DOT conducted its annual storm planning and 
coordination meeting to review storm emergency response procedures, 
share new information about the storm sewer system and to ensure that all 
staff are well trained and prepared. All maintenance supervisors and senior 
field workers, storm engineers and managers, as well as key staff from 
DPW, were in attendance at the meeting. To report any storm related 
problems, please contact the Department of Transportation ’s Dispatch 
Office at 408-794-1900.

Plastic Bag Litter is Declining in Creek Hotspots
In September, Environmental Services staff completed the last of this year ’s
required cleanup of trash hot spots at 32 creek locations and removed a 
total of approximately 152 cubic yards of trash. Based on analysis of the 
trash content, The Bring Your Own Bag (BYOB) Ordinance, implemented in
January 2012, appears to be having an effect. Plastic bags, as a 
component of trash, have decreased from a level of 8% in 2011, to 4% in 
2012. A detailed presentation on the results of the first year of BYOB 
Ordinance implementation is planned for the December 2012 meeting of the
Transportation and Environment Committee. 

NEA Grants
In March 2012, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) received 1,509 
eligible applications for Art Works grants requesting more than $74 million 
in funding. On November 27th Chairman Rocco Landesman announced that
832 non-profit arts organizations nationwide have been selected to receive 
an NEA Art Works grant and four of those organizations selected were from
San José.

• Mexican Heritage Corporation $30,000
• San José Multicultural Artists Guild $10,000
• The Firebird Youth Chinese Orchestra $40,000
• San José Institute of Contemporary Art $15,000

The 832 recommended NEA grants total $22.3 million, span 13 artistic 
disciplines and fields, and focus primarily on the creation of work and 
presentation of both new and existing works for the benefit of American 
audiences. Applications were reviewed by panels of outside experts 
convened by NEA staff and each project was judged on its artistic 
excellence and artistic merit. For a complete listing of projects 
recommended for Art Works grant support, please visit the NEA website at 
www.arts.gov.

San José Climate Clock Model on display at City Hall
A working scale model of the winning design of an international art 
competition to design a “climate clock” is now on display at San José City 
Hall until September 2013. The ten-foot-tall model envisions a potential 
eight-story solar-powered kinetic sculpture called Organograph. Inspired by 
the form of a sun-seeking flower, Organograph would be entirely powered by
the sun and illustrate the complex mechanisms that govern the earth ’s 
carbon cycle. The goal of the envisioned interactive multilevel structure is to
stimulate public awareness and response to the processes and 
consequences of climate change. The model is located in the City Hall 
lobby near the entrance on South Sixth Street at Santa Clara Street. The 
working model of Organograph goes into action every day at 12:30 p.m. and
at 4:30 pm. An exhibit of the Climate Clock competition also is on display 
in the ground floor of the City Hall wing building. For more information and to
“Discover the Organograph” visit www.organograph-sj.org and view the video 
that illustrates the science and design concepts informing the artwork.

San Jose Boards and Commission Openings
Applications are now being accepted for several San Jose Boards and 
Commissions for upcoming and future vacancies. In order to serve you must
live in the City of San Jose and have a commitment to being active in the 
community. The Project Diversity Screening Committee currently has seven
open seats and applications are being accepted for those positions through 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 14th. Additionally there are several 
vacancies on other commissions that are accepting applications ongoing 
such as the Parks and Recreation Commission, the Early Care and 
Education Commission, and the Disability Advisory Commission. For more 
information visit www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337 or contact the 
Office of the City Clerk at (408) 535-1265.

San José Giants Winter Clinics
The San José Giants will hold their seventh annual Winter Clinics on 
January 3-4 and January 26-27. Both clinics will focus on preparing boys 
and girls ages 8 through 14 for the 2013 Spring Baseball or Softball season 
and Little League tryouts. The San José Giants recognize the importance of
individual instruction and are committed to having numerous instructors on-
hand for the most personal interaction and focused attention possible. The 
coaching staff and clinics will be led by former San José Giant and current 
Account Executive and Camp Coordinator, Taylor Wilding. During clinics, 
participants will work on all fundamentals of the game with a focus on base-
running, hitting, throwing, catching, and fielding. All sessions will take place
at San José State’s Blethen Field from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Participants 
will receive a San José Giants Youth Development Program Shirt, included 
in the registration price. To learn more about the San José Giants Winter 
Clinics visit sjgiants.com, call Taylor Wilding at (408) 380-4502, or email 
taylorwilding@sjgiants.com.

 

     
 Constituent Chart:  

   

     
 Council Meetings:  

 

Tuesday, December 4th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 18th; 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 25th—no meeting 
City Hall, 200 E Santa Clara Street, City Council Chambers
www.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/agenda.asp

 

     
 Community Calendar:  

 

STFNA General Membership Meeting
Monday, December 3rd
Santa Teresa High School
www.stfna.org/

Almaden Senior Association Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 9:45 a.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.almadenseniors.org/

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 5:30 p.m.
San José City Hall; 200 East Santa Clara Street, Wing Room 119
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns/sjcommissions/parks/default.asp

District 10 Night at Hawaiian Airlines / Kristi Yamaguchi Downtown 
Ice
Monday, December 10th; 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Circle of Palms off Market Street between the San José Museum of Art and
the Fairmont
www.sjdowntown.com/kidskate.html

Almaden Valley Community Association Meeting
Monday, December 10th; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.avca-sj.org/

Community Thank You Event
Thursday, December 13th; 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with 5:45 p.m. ceremony
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
Please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-53-54979 for more
information

City Hall Closure
Monday, December 24th – Tuesday, January 1st 
*City Hall will reopen on Wednesday, January 2nd

 

     
 Quote  

  “This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It is, instead,
the end of the beginning.” 

 

  –Winston Churchill 
       
  You may Unsubscribe (Opt-Out) from future communications, and set your communications preferences here.

You may update your contact information here. «EmailTracker»
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http://www.sanjosed10.com/Images_Dec2012/SBGS_Guitar_Duo_Flyer.pdf
http://www.amgentourofcaliforniastore.com/
http://www.amgentourofcalifornia.com/
http://www.sanjoseca.gov/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=112
http://www.sanjoseca.gov/prns
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Dear Community Member, 

These past eight years have certainly been challenging but they also 
brought moments of great joy and pride. Here is a list of the top ten 
accomplishments I am most proud of from my time as your District 10 
Councilmember:

l In November 2010 I proposed San José adopt a Social Host 

Ordinance to hold adults accountable for underage drinking on 
private property. I worked with both the San José Youth 
Commission and the District 10 Youth Advisory Council to 
advocate for this Citywide Social Host Ordinance. After advocating 
for nearly a year-and-a-half the City Council passed the Social 
Host Ordinance last spring. The City ’s Social Host Ordinance 
imposes administrative fines and charges for public safety 
response costs for violations and we were all relieved when the 
Ordinance finally went into affect this past summer. Recalcitrant 
parents and other responsible persons who repeatedly allow 
underage drinking parties on their property now face large fines in 
addition to being responsible for cost recovery for each public 
safety response.

l As a Councilmember with a District that suffers from a lack of 

sports fields I have devoted much of my time over the last eight 
years to improve our existing sports fields and find space for 
others. The Community Sports Field Feasibility Study in 2006 
enabled my colleagues and I to understand the increased demand 
for sports fields and look for areas in each Council District that 
would be suitable for additional fields. PRNS worked with the San 
José Unified School District to jointly develop two turf soccer fields 
at Leland High School in 2007. This past spring I was honored to 
accept the City ’s largest gift to date! $4.2 million dollars was 
privately donated by an individual to help fund a City partnership 
with the San José Unified School District for two more turf fields at 
Allen at Steinbeck. I am very honored to have been trusted with 
such a gift and know the new turf sports fields will provide 
additional premier quality soccer fields for District 10.

l In 2009 the budget situation was so bad it looked like we would 

have to cut recreational programs like the Almaden Lake Park 
Swim Program and severely reduce the Parks Rangers Program. 
Both these programs were important to me so I asked the 
community to help me raise money to save the services for our 
community. At the same time, the San José Parks Foundation 
was being created. Now the Parks Foundation is a tremendous 
asset to neighborhoods that are looking for ways to raise money 
for their parks.

l Years ago the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana Parks were created 

as part of an agreement between PG&E and the City of San José 
to provide the utility company with a right of way for their high-
voltage transmission lines and Almaden Valley residents with two 
new parks. Conflict between the existing trees and the high voltage 
transmission lines in the parks erupted in early 2010 as PG&E 
became concerned that some existing trees were causing a safety 
hazard for their power lines and announced a proposal to remove 
62 trees in 2010 and 78 in 2011. After many months of 
negotiations we were able to resolve the conflict and PG&E agreed 
to implement a multi-year plan that preserved the vast majority of 
the 140 trees originally planned for removal. In the end only thirteen 
of the most high-risk trees were cut and a cooperative 
partnership developed between the City, PG&E, Our City 
Forrest, the TJ Martin Neighborhood Association, the Martin 
Fontana Parks Association and the San José Parks Foundation. 
These groups now work together to replant and reconfigure the 
landscape of the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana parks and due to 
these efforts the parks are now more beautiful than ever!

l When San José Family Camp was struggling to meet the cost-
recovery requirements set by the City Council, I was able to help 
save San José Family Camp by advocating that it could be self-
sustaining under the right circumstances. I was able to bring 
together support form Congress members Anna Eschoo, Mike 
Honda and Zoe Lofgren who jointly sent a letter to the National 
Forrest Service supporting a special five-year permit for San José’s 
Family Camp at Yosemite. PRNS staff, the Parks and Recreation 
Commission, Friends of Family Camp and the community have 
come together to create and plan for self-sustainable growth over 
the next decade and beyond. More work needs to be done but I 
am pleased to have been able to help show that Family Camp at 
Yosemite has a viable future.

l The Vista Park Community Room was built by Summerhill Homes 

to support the community surrounding Vista Park (also known as 
the VEP Community Association). VEP has an elaborate vision for 
their park and I have been pleased to be able to help advocate for 
the site improvements and landscaping surrounding the Vista 
Park Community Room. For safety the Community Room was built 
with gates to protect the building but unfortunately shortly after the 
Community Room opened the gates malfunctioned. Although the 
malfunctioning gates were unfortunate it gave us the opportunity to 
be creative and we found funding for new gates through special 
projects under the Arts Commission. Now we are not only getting 
replacement gates but also have the opportunity to use art in a 
public area. Artist Bill Gould was selected to design the new Vista 
Park Gates and I am so pleased with his work with the 
community. I cannot wait to see the finished project!

l I am particularly proud to have worked with the San José 
Redevelopment Agency to open the first Whole Foods in San 
José back in 2010. The Blossom Hill corridor has always been a 
premier retail corridor in San José but now with Whole Foods at 
the corner of Blossom Hill and Almaden Expressway it is even 
stronger. The opening of Whole Foods has been very successful 
and has led the way for many other businesses to successfully 
open their doors in that same shopping center—Peet ’s Coffee & 
Tea, Pet Food Express, Pinkberry Yogurt, Chipotle and Union 
Bank. These new businesses have brought new life and energy to 
the area. 

l Since 2010 I have coordinated and attended yearly trips to 

Sacramento to provide an opportunity for San José Officials to 
meet with our State representatives so that we could discuss the 
future of our city together. I believe that face-to-face conversations 
with other elected officials helps us to build better working 
relationships and leads to a better understanding of our needs ad 
concerns. With the support of City staff, our small delegation met 
with every State representative for San José and brought valuable 
San Jose staff members with us to plead our case each year. Over 
the years we have been successful in raising awareness on policy 
and budgetary issues that are critical to the City. I believe this 
annual trip to Sacramento is vital to the future of San José and I 
hope the City continues to have many similar successful and 
engaging meetings with Sacramento in the future.

l I am very proud of my work promoting tourism and my work with 

San José’s Sister-Cities. In March of every year the City of San 
José welcomes the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, San José’s 
Sister City, and a delegation of city officials and business 
representatives. The purpose of the partnership has always been to 
build global cooperation at the municipal level, promote cultural 
understanding and stimulate economic development between San 
José and Dublin as well as the greater Silicon Valley and Ireland. 
Twenty-six years later our cities are continuing to work towards 
these goals and pushing further towards future trends such as 
waste management, bio-sciences, exchange of university students 
and emergency preparedness teams. I have also tried to establish 
an international reputation for the City of San José. Increasing 
name recognition will boost our economy, improve our airport and 
increase the quality of life in our city.

l I am proud to have incredibly strong ties to our District 10 

neighborhood associations. I value the work done by our 
neighborhoods to improve our community be that through tree 
plantings and other beautification projects or participation in 
Neighborhood Watch and National Night Out. My staff attend as 
many monthly neighborhood meetings as possible and I host a 
quarterly meeting for the District 10 neighborhood leaders. I am 
proud to support District 10 neighborhoods and to have helped 
establish and grow new neighborhood associations during my 
tenure. I am also delighted to have many District 10 neighborhood 
leaders serving on San José Boards and Commissions and am 
very pleased to have recently been able to help strengthen the role 
of residents on City Boards and Commissions through Council 
policy.

Reminder:
Everyone is invited to an Open House style Community Thank You 
Celebration at the Almaden Community Center from 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 13th with a more formal ceremony 
beginning at 5:45pm. We will serve hors d ’oeuvres and enjoy musical 
selections from the San Jose Youth Symphony. If you are able to attend, 
please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-535-4979 for 
more information.

I hope you will all join me on Thursday, December 13th to celebrate our 
eight wonderful years together!

All the best,

Nancy Pyle
District 10 Councilmember
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Click here for details

Catch VTA's Historic Trolley 
The Candyland Express to all
of your downtown San Jose 

destinations this holiday 
season!

Click here for details

Christmas in the Park
Click here for details

http://santarunsv.com/

Click here for details

Click here for details
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Carols in the California
Symphony Silicon Valley

December 8
The California Theatre
Click here for details

The Nutcracker
Ballet San Jose
December 8 – 23 

Center for Performing Arts
Click here for details

Contact Us

Office of Councilmember
Nancy Pyle
Councilmember, District Ten

T- (408) 535-4910 
F- (408) 292-6478 
E- district10@sanjoseca.gov

www.sanjoseca.gov/district10
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Community Safety Specialist

   

   

     

 

San José debuts new City website
Online visitors to the City of San José website, www.sanjoseca.gov, will 
discover a new look and better services that will make it easier to find 
information about the Capital of Silicon Valley. The redesigned website 
offers enhanced navigation, better search, and new tools for community 
engagement including:

• Intuitive navigational framework that focuses on “Community, Business, 
Visitors, Government and Environment” 
• Emergency Alerts that will display when there is a major emergency 
situation in San José
• Calendar of City-sponsored events
• More ways to subscribe to public information such as Emergency Alerts
• Enhanced Customer Service Center that includes online services
• Community Voice feature that supports public engagement, sharing of 
ideas, and grassroots collaboration
• Central Newsroom for the latest City of San José news and information
• Personalized website experience through My Connection 

“The new website is a major milestone for us that reflects significant effort 
from many City departments,” said David Vossbrink, Director of 
Communications. “It ’s a comprehensive overhaul and we still expect to find 
a few bugs. We ’re asking our users to let us know about any errors, broken
links, or other issues they find.” Please contact the City at 
webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov to report problems with the website.

San José Park Ranger Program Celebrates 40 years of Service
San José Park Rangers are historians, resource managers, law 
enforcement officers, curators, teachers, and sometimes first responders in 
emergency situations. During the mid-20th century San José quickly grew 
from a small agricultural town to become the urban center of Silicon Valley. 
With rapid growth came issues affecting many of the amenities that drew 
families to San José, including the park system. “Our most popular regional
parks like Alum Rock Park were literally being ‘loved to death ’ by heavy 
use,” said Julie Edmonds-Mares, Acting Director of the San José Parks, 
Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department. In response to public 
concern, San José established the park ranger program in spring 1972 to 
protect the natural and cultural resources of the City ’s park lands and open 
spaces. Park rangers were also assigned to protect park visitors and 
provide outdoor education programs to help visitors understand and care for 
public lands. Forty years later, San José’s park rangers are still on the job 
within four regional parks and patrol 50 miles of the growing system of trails
to handle a wide range of challenges. The San José Park Ranger Program 
will receive well-deserved recognition on Tuesday, December 11th at the 
1:30 p.m. Council Meeting when the City Council acknowledges the 40th 
anniversary of the program. Then a public reception to thank the strong 
network of San José Park Rangers that protects and preserves the San 
José park system will take place in the San José City Hall Rotunda 
immediately following the presentation of the commendation.

Project Manager Responding to Homeless Encampments Hired
The Housing Department has hired Ray Bramson as the City ’s Project 
Manager overseeing homeless encampment response. Ray comes to the 
City after spending the past few years with the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation and has a strong background in homeless services and 
resource development. Reporting to the Director of Housing, Ray will lead 
the City ’s response to homeless encampments and oversee the 
collaboration of multiple internal departments and external partner agencies.
Ray Bramson can be contacted directly at (408) 535-8234.

San José Youth Commission Hosts Successful Teen Forum
On November 15, the San José Youth Commission, in collaboration 
between American Leadership Forum of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County 
office of Education, Californians for Justice and the Eastside Union High 
School District, hosted the “Designing the 21st Century School” teen forum,
as part of the SJ2020 initiative to eliminate the high school achievement gap
in San José by the year 2020. The “Designing the 21st Century School” 
forum was created to promote a greater student voice in developing an 
effective education system that will meet the needs of our students. Close 
to 200 Eastside Union High School District students attended the forum 
and expressed their thoughts and ideas for the ideal 21st Century School. 
County of Santa Clara Schools Superintendent, Dr. Xavier De la Torre, and 
the City District 3 Youth Commissioner, Christian Sanchez, moderated the 
forum while other Youth Commissioners and Youth Advisory Council 
members facilitated the small group teen discussions. The post-event 
evaluations can be summed up by the quote from one of the high school 
participants who said, “It gives us hope, to know that our voice is being 
heard on important issues such as our education.” 

AMGEN TOUR OF CALIFORNIA HOST CITIES ANNOUNCED FOR 2013
Twelve cities have been named official Host City partners for the 2013 
Amgen Tour of California by AEG, presenter of the race, helping to make up
the route which will take riders on a South to North course for the first time 
in the eight-year race history. Considered America ’s largest and most 
prestigious professional road cycling stage race, the eighth consecutive 
edition of the Amgen Tour of California will travel approximately 750 miles 
from May 12th – 19th in 2013. 

The 12 Host City partners for the 2013 Amgen Tour of California include:

• Stage 1: Sunday, May 12 – Escondido  
• Stage 2: Monday, May 13 – Murrieta to Greater Palm Springs  
• Stage 3: Tuesday, May 14 – Palmdale to Santa Clarita  
• Stage 4: Wednesday, May 15 – Santa Clarita to Santa Barbara 
• Stage 5: Thursday, May 16 – Santa Barbara to Avila Beach  
• Stage 6: Friday, May 17 – San José (Individual Time Trial) 
• Stage 7: Saturday, May 18 – Livermore to Mt. Diablo  
• Stage 8: Sunday, May 19 – San Francisco to Santa Rosa  

San José will play host to Stage 6 and the Individual Time Trial, marking the
eighth consecutive year the race has visited the City. San José is the only 
city to participate in all eight editions of the race! Amgen also returns as the
race title sponsor for the eighth consecutive year, continuing to leverage the
event to raise awareness of the important resources available to people 
affected by cancer through its Breakaway from Cancer® initiative.

In celebration of the Host Cities announcement, the newly designed 2013 
race Leader Jersey, produced by the new, official Amgen Tour of California 
jersey supplier Champion System, is now available for purchase online at 
www.AmgenTourofCaliforniaStore.com. Also on sale is a special, Limited 
Edition Jersey, perfect for the cycling fan on your holiday gift list. More 
details on the Champion System partnership will be released next month.
For further information on the 2013 Amgen Tour of California, and to view the
2013 Amgen Tour of California map, visit www.AmgenTourofCalifornia.com.

PRNS Holiday Events
With the holiday season in full swing and the smell of spices in the air, the 
City of San José’s Department of Park, Recreation and Neighborhood 
Services (PRNS) wants to celebrate their annual Holiday Happenings 
campaign with you! PRNS has been busy planning some festive and 
affordable holiday activities for people of all ages, so visit them online at 
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns or stop by your local community center or park to 
find out what ’s happening in your neighborhood. Activities include Breakfast
with Santa, Holiday Themed Camps, Dinner and Dances and much, much 
more!

DOT and DPW Crews Make Preparations for the Storm Season
The Departments of Transportation and Public Works have largely 
completed their storm preparation efforts and are ready for the upcoming 
storm season. All of the major storm retention basins and drainage 
channels in the foothills have been cleared of debris and cleaned. All of the 
City ’s 29,000 storm drain inlets were cleaned during the summer to remove 
contaminants that could have been harmful to our waterways upon the 
season ’s first rain and a second round of cleaning to remove recently 
accumulated leaves and other debris is underway to prevent flooding during 
heavy rains. All of the City ’s 26 storm pump stations have been thoroughly 
inspected and maintained to ensure that they are functioning properly. In 
addition, on October 17, DOT conducted its annual storm planning and 
coordination meeting to review storm emergency response procedures, 
share new information about the storm sewer system and to ensure that all 
staff are well trained and prepared. All maintenance supervisors and senior 
field workers, storm engineers and managers, as well as key staff from 
DPW, were in attendance at the meeting. To report any storm related 
problems, please contact the Department of Transportation ’s Dispatch 
Office at 408-794-1900.

Plastic Bag Litter is Declining in Creek Hotspots
In September, Environmental Services staff completed the last of this year ’s
required cleanup of trash hot spots at 32 creek locations and removed a 
total of approximately 152 cubic yards of trash. Based on analysis of the 
trash content, The Bring Your Own Bag (BYOB) Ordinance, implemented in
January 2012, appears to be having an effect. Plastic bags, as a 
component of trash, have decreased from a level of 8% in 2011, to 4% in 
2012. A detailed presentation on the results of the first year of BYOB 
Ordinance implementation is planned for the December 2012 meeting of the
Transportation and Environment Committee. 

NEA Grants
In March 2012, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) received 1,509 
eligible applications for Art Works grants requesting more than $74 million 
in funding. On November 27th Chairman Rocco Landesman announced that
832 non-profit arts organizations nationwide have been selected to receive 
an NEA Art Works grant and four of those organizations selected were from
San José.

• Mexican Heritage Corporation $30,000
• San José Multicultural Artists Guild $10,000
• The Firebird Youth Chinese Orchestra $40,000
• San José Institute of Contemporary Art $15,000

The 832 recommended NEA grants total $22.3 million, span 13 artistic 
disciplines and fields, and focus primarily on the creation of work and 
presentation of both new and existing works for the benefit of American 
audiences. Applications were reviewed by panels of outside experts 
convened by NEA staff and each project was judged on its artistic 
excellence and artistic merit. For a complete listing of projects 
recommended for Art Works grant support, please visit the NEA website at 
www.arts.gov.

San José Climate Clock Model on display at City Hall
A working scale model of the winning design of an international art 
competition to design a “climate clock” is now on display at San José City 
Hall until September 2013. The ten-foot-tall model envisions a potential 
eight-story solar-powered kinetic sculpture called Organograph. Inspired by 
the form of a sun-seeking flower, Organograph would be entirely powered by
the sun and illustrate the complex mechanisms that govern the earth ’s 
carbon cycle. The goal of the envisioned interactive multilevel structure is to
stimulate public awareness and response to the processes and 
consequences of climate change. The model is located in the City Hall 
lobby near the entrance on South Sixth Street at Santa Clara Street. The 
working model of Organograph goes into action every day at 12:30 p.m. and
at 4:30 pm. An exhibit of the Climate Clock competition also is on display 
in the ground floor of the City Hall wing building. For more information and to
“Discover the Organograph” visit www.organograph-sj.org and view the video 
that illustrates the science and design concepts informing the artwork.

San Jose Boards and Commission Openings
Applications are now being accepted for several San Jose Boards and 
Commissions for upcoming and future vacancies. In order to serve you must
live in the City of San Jose and have a commitment to being active in the 
community. The Project Diversity Screening Committee currently has seven
open seats and applications are being accepted for those positions through 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 14th. Additionally there are several 
vacancies on other commissions that are accepting applications ongoing 
such as the Parks and Recreation Commission, the Early Care and 
Education Commission, and the Disability Advisory Commission. For more 
information visit www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337 or contact the 
Office of the City Clerk at (408) 535-1265.

San José Giants Winter Clinics
The San José Giants will hold their seventh annual Winter Clinics on 
January 3-4 and January 26-27. Both clinics will focus on preparing boys 
and girls ages 8 through 14 for the 2013 Spring Baseball or Softball season 
and Little League tryouts. The San José Giants recognize the importance of
individual instruction and are committed to having numerous instructors on-
hand for the most personal interaction and focused attention possible. The 
coaching staff and clinics will be led by former San José Giant and current 
Account Executive and Camp Coordinator, Taylor Wilding. During clinics, 
participants will work on all fundamentals of the game with a focus on base-
running, hitting, throwing, catching, and fielding. All sessions will take place
at San José State’s Blethen Field from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Participants 
will receive a San José Giants Youth Development Program Shirt, included 
in the registration price. To learn more about the San José Giants Winter 
Clinics visit sjgiants.com, call Taylor Wilding at (408) 380-4502, or email 
taylorwilding@sjgiants.com.

 

     
 Constituent Chart:  

   

     
 Council Meetings:  

 

Tuesday, December 4th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 18th; 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 25th—no meeting 
City Hall, 200 E Santa Clara Street, City Council Chambers
www.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/agenda.asp

 

     
 Community Calendar:  

 

STFNA General Membership Meeting
Monday, December 3rd
Santa Teresa High School
www.stfna.org/

Almaden Senior Association Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 9:45 a.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.almadenseniors.org/

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 5:30 p.m.
San José City Hall; 200 East Santa Clara Street, Wing Room 119
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns/sjcommissions/parks/default.asp

District 10 Night at Hawaiian Airlines / Kristi Yamaguchi Downtown 
Ice
Monday, December 10th; 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Circle of Palms off Market Street between the San José Museum of Art and
the Fairmont
www.sjdowntown.com/kidskate.html

Almaden Valley Community Association Meeting
Monday, December 10th; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.avca-sj.org/

Community Thank You Event
Thursday, December 13th; 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with 5:45 p.m. ceremony
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
Please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-53-54979 for more
information

City Hall Closure
Monday, December 24th – Tuesday, January 1st 
*City Hall will reopen on Wednesday, January 2nd

 

     
 Quote  

  “This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It is, instead,
the end of the beginning.” 

 

  –Winston Churchill 
       
  You may Unsubscribe (Opt-Out) from future communications, and set your communications preferences here.

You may update your contact information here. «EmailTracker»
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http://www.symphonysiliconvalley.org/concerts.php?pagecontID=208
http://www.arts.gov/
http://www.organograph-sj.org/
http://www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337
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Dear Community Member, 

These past eight years have certainly been challenging but they also 
brought moments of great joy and pride. Here is a list of the top ten 
accomplishments I am most proud of from my time as your District 10 
Councilmember:

l In November 2010 I proposed San José adopt a Social Host 

Ordinance to hold adults accountable for underage drinking on 
private property. I worked with both the San José Youth 
Commission and the District 10 Youth Advisory Council to 
advocate for this Citywide Social Host Ordinance. After advocating 
for nearly a year-and-a-half the City Council passed the Social 
Host Ordinance last spring. The City ’s Social Host Ordinance 
imposes administrative fines and charges for public safety 
response costs for violations and we were all relieved when the 
Ordinance finally went into affect this past summer. Recalcitrant 
parents and other responsible persons who repeatedly allow 
underage drinking parties on their property now face large fines in 
addition to being responsible for cost recovery for each public 
safety response.

l As a Councilmember with a District that suffers from a lack of 

sports fields I have devoted much of my time over the last eight 
years to improve our existing sports fields and find space for 
others. The Community Sports Field Feasibility Study in 2006 
enabled my colleagues and I to understand the increased demand 
for sports fields and look for areas in each Council District that 
would be suitable for additional fields. PRNS worked with the San 
José Unified School District to jointly develop two turf soccer fields 
at Leland High School in 2007. This past spring I was honored to 
accept the City ’s largest gift to date! $4.2 million dollars was 
privately donated by an individual to help fund a City partnership 
with the San José Unified School District for two more turf fields at 
Allen at Steinbeck. I am very honored to have been trusted with 
such a gift and know the new turf sports fields will provide 
additional premier quality soccer fields for District 10.

l In 2009 the budget situation was so bad it looked like we would 

have to cut recreational programs like the Almaden Lake Park 
Swim Program and severely reduce the Parks Rangers Program. 
Both these programs were important to me so I asked the 
community to help me raise money to save the services for our 
community. At the same time, the San José Parks Foundation 
was being created. Now the Parks Foundation is a tremendous 
asset to neighborhoods that are looking for ways to raise money 
for their parks.

l Years ago the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana Parks were created 

as part of an agreement between PG&E and the City of San José 
to provide the utility company with a right of way for their high-
voltage transmission lines and Almaden Valley residents with two 
new parks. Conflict between the existing trees and the high voltage 
transmission lines in the parks erupted in early 2010 as PG&E 
became concerned that some existing trees were causing a safety 
hazard for their power lines and announced a proposal to remove 
62 trees in 2010 and 78 in 2011. After many months of 
negotiations we were able to resolve the conflict and PG&E agreed 
to implement a multi-year plan that preserved the vast majority of 
the 140 trees originally planned for removal. In the end only thirteen 
of the most high-risk trees were cut and a cooperative 
partnership developed between the City, PG&E, Our City 
Forrest, the TJ Martin Neighborhood Association, the Martin 
Fontana Parks Association and the San José Parks Foundation. 
These groups now work together to replant and reconfigure the 
landscape of the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana parks and due to 
these efforts the parks are now more beautiful than ever!

l When San José Family Camp was struggling to meet the cost-
recovery requirements set by the City Council, I was able to help 
save San José Family Camp by advocating that it could be self-
sustaining under the right circumstances. I was able to bring 
together support form Congress members Anna Eschoo, Mike 
Honda and Zoe Lofgren who jointly sent a letter to the National 
Forrest Service supporting a special five-year permit for San José’s 
Family Camp at Yosemite. PRNS staff, the Parks and Recreation 
Commission, Friends of Family Camp and the community have 
come together to create and plan for self-sustainable growth over 
the next decade and beyond. More work needs to be done but I 
am pleased to have been able to help show that Family Camp at 
Yosemite has a viable future.

l The Vista Park Community Room was built by Summerhill Homes 

to support the community surrounding Vista Park (also known as 
the VEP Community Association). VEP has an elaborate vision for 
their park and I have been pleased to be able to help advocate for 
the site improvements and landscaping surrounding the Vista 
Park Community Room. For safety the Community Room was built 
with gates to protect the building but unfortunately shortly after the 
Community Room opened the gates malfunctioned. Although the 
malfunctioning gates were unfortunate it gave us the opportunity to 
be creative and we found funding for new gates through special 
projects under the Arts Commission. Now we are not only getting 
replacement gates but also have the opportunity to use art in a 
public area. Artist Bill Gould was selected to design the new Vista 
Park Gates and I am so pleased with his work with the 
community. I cannot wait to see the finished project!

l I am particularly proud to have worked with the San José 
Redevelopment Agency to open the first Whole Foods in San 
José back in 2010. The Blossom Hill corridor has always been a 
premier retail corridor in San José but now with Whole Foods at 
the corner of Blossom Hill and Almaden Expressway it is even 
stronger. The opening of Whole Foods has been very successful 
and has led the way for many other businesses to successfully 
open their doors in that same shopping center—Peet ’s Coffee & 
Tea, Pet Food Express, Pinkberry Yogurt, Chipotle and Union 
Bank. These new businesses have brought new life and energy to 
the area. 

l Since 2010 I have coordinated and attended yearly trips to 

Sacramento to provide an opportunity for San José Officials to 
meet with our State representatives so that we could discuss the 
future of our city together. I believe that face-to-face conversations 
with other elected officials helps us to build better working 
relationships and leads to a better understanding of our needs ad 
concerns. With the support of City staff, our small delegation met 
with every State representative for San José and brought valuable 
San Jose staff members with us to plead our case each year. Over 
the years we have been successful in raising awareness on policy 
and budgetary issues that are critical to the City. I believe this 
annual trip to Sacramento is vital to the future of San José and I 
hope the City continues to have many similar successful and 
engaging meetings with Sacramento in the future.

l I am very proud of my work promoting tourism and my work with 

San José’s Sister-Cities. In March of every year the City of San 
José welcomes the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, San José’s 
Sister City, and a delegation of city officials and business 
representatives. The purpose of the partnership has always been to 
build global cooperation at the municipal level, promote cultural 
understanding and stimulate economic development between San 
José and Dublin as well as the greater Silicon Valley and Ireland. 
Twenty-six years later our cities are continuing to work towards 
these goals and pushing further towards future trends such as 
waste management, bio-sciences, exchange of university students 
and emergency preparedness teams. I have also tried to establish 
an international reputation for the City of San José. Increasing 
name recognition will boost our economy, improve our airport and 
increase the quality of life in our city.

l I am proud to have incredibly strong ties to our District 10 

neighborhood associations. I value the work done by our 
neighborhoods to improve our community be that through tree 
plantings and other beautification projects or participation in 
Neighborhood Watch and National Night Out. My staff attend as 
many monthly neighborhood meetings as possible and I host a 
quarterly meeting for the District 10 neighborhood leaders. I am 
proud to support District 10 neighborhoods and to have helped 
establish and grow new neighborhood associations during my 
tenure. I am also delighted to have many District 10 neighborhood 
leaders serving on San José Boards and Commissions and am 
very pleased to have recently been able to help strengthen the role 
of residents on City Boards and Commissions through Council 
policy.

Reminder:
Everyone is invited to an Open House style Community Thank You 
Celebration at the Almaden Community Center from 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 13th with a more formal ceremony 
beginning at 5:45pm. We will serve hors d ’oeuvres and enjoy musical 
selections from the San Jose Youth Symphony. If you are able to attend, 
please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-535-4979 for 
more information.

I hope you will all join me on Thursday, December 13th to celebrate our 
eight wonderful years together!

All the best,

Nancy Pyle
District 10 Councilmember
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Click here for details

Catch VTA's Historic Trolley 
The Candyland Express to all
of your downtown San Jose 

destinations this holiday 
season!

Click here for details

Christmas in the Park
Click here for details

http://santarunsv.com/

Click here for details

Click here for details

Click to Enlarge
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Click to Enlarge

Click to Enlarge

Carols in the California
Symphony Silicon Valley

December 8
The California Theatre
Click here for details

The Nutcracker
Ballet San Jose
December 8 – 23 

Center for Performing Arts
Click here for details

Contact Us

Office of Councilmember
Nancy Pyle
Councilmember, District Ten

T- (408) 535-4910 
F- (408) 292-6478 
E- district10@sanjoseca.gov

www.sanjoseca.gov/district10

District 10 Staff

Kathy Sutherland
Chief of Staff

Linda Alexander
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Assistant/Scheduler

Laura Cowan
Community Relations 
Coordinator

Tom Johnston
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Nitila Patel 
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Frank McLaughlin
Community Safety Specialist

   

   

     

 

San José debuts new City website
Online visitors to the City of San José website, www.sanjoseca.gov, will 
discover a new look and better services that will make it easier to find 
information about the Capital of Silicon Valley. The redesigned website 
offers enhanced navigation, better search, and new tools for community 
engagement including:

• Intuitive navigational framework that focuses on “Community, Business, 
Visitors, Government and Environment” 
• Emergency Alerts that will display when there is a major emergency 
situation in San José
• Calendar of City-sponsored events
• More ways to subscribe to public information such as Emergency Alerts
• Enhanced Customer Service Center that includes online services
• Community Voice feature that supports public engagement, sharing of 
ideas, and grassroots collaboration
• Central Newsroom for the latest City of San José news and information
• Personalized website experience through My Connection 

“The new website is a major milestone for us that reflects significant effort 
from many City departments,” said David Vossbrink, Director of 
Communications. “It ’s a comprehensive overhaul and we still expect to find 
a few bugs. We ’re asking our users to let us know about any errors, broken
links, or other issues they find.” Please contact the City at 
webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov to report problems with the website.

San José Park Ranger Program Celebrates 40 years of Service
San José Park Rangers are historians, resource managers, law 
enforcement officers, curators, teachers, and sometimes first responders in 
emergency situations. During the mid-20th century San José quickly grew 
from a small agricultural town to become the urban center of Silicon Valley. 
With rapid growth came issues affecting many of the amenities that drew 
families to San José, including the park system. “Our most popular regional
parks like Alum Rock Park were literally being ‘loved to death ’ by heavy 
use,” said Julie Edmonds-Mares, Acting Director of the San José Parks, 
Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department. In response to public 
concern, San José established the park ranger program in spring 1972 to 
protect the natural and cultural resources of the City ’s park lands and open 
spaces. Park rangers were also assigned to protect park visitors and 
provide outdoor education programs to help visitors understand and care for 
public lands. Forty years later, San José’s park rangers are still on the job 
within four regional parks and patrol 50 miles of the growing system of trails
to handle a wide range of challenges. The San José Park Ranger Program 
will receive well-deserved recognition on Tuesday, December 11th at the 
1:30 p.m. Council Meeting when the City Council acknowledges the 40th 
anniversary of the program. Then a public reception to thank the strong 
network of San José Park Rangers that protects and preserves the San 
José park system will take place in the San José City Hall Rotunda 
immediately following the presentation of the commendation.

Project Manager Responding to Homeless Encampments Hired
The Housing Department has hired Ray Bramson as the City ’s Project 
Manager overseeing homeless encampment response. Ray comes to the 
City after spending the past few years with the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation and has a strong background in homeless services and 
resource development. Reporting to the Director of Housing, Ray will lead 
the City ’s response to homeless encampments and oversee the 
collaboration of multiple internal departments and external partner agencies.
Ray Bramson can be contacted directly at (408) 535-8234.

San José Youth Commission Hosts Successful Teen Forum
On November 15, the San José Youth Commission, in collaboration 
between American Leadership Forum of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County 
office of Education, Californians for Justice and the Eastside Union High 
School District, hosted the “Designing the 21st Century School” teen forum,
as part of the SJ2020 initiative to eliminate the high school achievement gap
in San José by the year 2020. The “Designing the 21st Century School” 
forum was created to promote a greater student voice in developing an 
effective education system that will meet the needs of our students. Close 
to 200 Eastside Union High School District students attended the forum 
and expressed their thoughts and ideas for the ideal 21st Century School. 
County of Santa Clara Schools Superintendent, Dr. Xavier De la Torre, and 
the City District 3 Youth Commissioner, Christian Sanchez, moderated the 
forum while other Youth Commissioners and Youth Advisory Council 
members facilitated the small group teen discussions. The post-event 
evaluations can be summed up by the quote from one of the high school 
participants who said, “It gives us hope, to know that our voice is being 
heard on important issues such as our education.” 

AMGEN TOUR OF CALIFORNIA HOST CITIES ANNOUNCED FOR 2013
Twelve cities have been named official Host City partners for the 2013 
Amgen Tour of California by AEG, presenter of the race, helping to make up
the route which will take riders on a South to North course for the first time 
in the eight-year race history. Considered America ’s largest and most 
prestigious professional road cycling stage race, the eighth consecutive 
edition of the Amgen Tour of California will travel approximately 750 miles 
from May 12th – 19th in 2013. 

The 12 Host City partners for the 2013 Amgen Tour of California include:

• Stage 1: Sunday, May 12 – Escondido  
• Stage 2: Monday, May 13 – Murrieta to Greater Palm Springs  
• Stage 3: Tuesday, May 14 – Palmdale to Santa Clarita  
• Stage 4: Wednesday, May 15 – Santa Clarita to Santa Barbara 
• Stage 5: Thursday, May 16 – Santa Barbara to Avila Beach  
• Stage 6: Friday, May 17 – San José (Individual Time Trial) 
• Stage 7: Saturday, May 18 – Livermore to Mt. Diablo  
• Stage 8: Sunday, May 19 – San Francisco to Santa Rosa  

San José will play host to Stage 6 and the Individual Time Trial, marking the
eighth consecutive year the race has visited the City. San José is the only 
city to participate in all eight editions of the race! Amgen also returns as the
race title sponsor for the eighth consecutive year, continuing to leverage the
event to raise awareness of the important resources available to people 
affected by cancer through its Breakaway from Cancer® initiative.

In celebration of the Host Cities announcement, the newly designed 2013 
race Leader Jersey, produced by the new, official Amgen Tour of California 
jersey supplier Champion System, is now available for purchase online at 
www.AmgenTourofCaliforniaStore.com. Also on sale is a special, Limited 
Edition Jersey, perfect for the cycling fan on your holiday gift list. More 
details on the Champion System partnership will be released next month.
For further information on the 2013 Amgen Tour of California, and to view the
2013 Amgen Tour of California map, visit www.AmgenTourofCalifornia.com.

PRNS Holiday Events
With the holiday season in full swing and the smell of spices in the air, the 
City of San José’s Department of Park, Recreation and Neighborhood 
Services (PRNS) wants to celebrate their annual Holiday Happenings 
campaign with you! PRNS has been busy planning some festive and 
affordable holiday activities for people of all ages, so visit them online at 
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns or stop by your local community center or park to 
find out what ’s happening in your neighborhood. Activities include Breakfast
with Santa, Holiday Themed Camps, Dinner and Dances and much, much 
more!

DOT and DPW Crews Make Preparations for the Storm Season
The Departments of Transportation and Public Works have largely 
completed their storm preparation efforts and are ready for the upcoming 
storm season. All of the major storm retention basins and drainage 
channels in the foothills have been cleared of debris and cleaned. All of the 
City ’s 29,000 storm drain inlets were cleaned during the summer to remove 
contaminants that could have been harmful to our waterways upon the 
season ’s first rain and a second round of cleaning to remove recently 
accumulated leaves and other debris is underway to prevent flooding during 
heavy rains. All of the City ’s 26 storm pump stations have been thoroughly 
inspected and maintained to ensure that they are functioning properly. In 
addition, on October 17, DOT conducted its annual storm planning and 
coordination meeting to review storm emergency response procedures, 
share new information about the storm sewer system and to ensure that all 
staff are well trained and prepared. All maintenance supervisors and senior 
field workers, storm engineers and managers, as well as key staff from 
DPW, were in attendance at the meeting. To report any storm related 
problems, please contact the Department of Transportation ’s Dispatch 
Office at 408-794-1900.

Plastic Bag Litter is Declining in Creek Hotspots
In September, Environmental Services staff completed the last of this year ’s
required cleanup of trash hot spots at 32 creek locations and removed a 
total of approximately 152 cubic yards of trash. Based on analysis of the 
trash content, The Bring Your Own Bag (BYOB) Ordinance, implemented in
January 2012, appears to be having an effect. Plastic bags, as a 
component of trash, have decreased from a level of 8% in 2011, to 4% in 
2012. A detailed presentation on the results of the first year of BYOB 
Ordinance implementation is planned for the December 2012 meeting of the
Transportation and Environment Committee. 

NEA Grants
In March 2012, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) received 1,509 
eligible applications for Art Works grants requesting more than $74 million 
in funding. On November 27th Chairman Rocco Landesman announced that
832 non-profit arts organizations nationwide have been selected to receive 
an NEA Art Works grant and four of those organizations selected were from
San José.

• Mexican Heritage Corporation $30,000
• San José Multicultural Artists Guild $10,000
• The Firebird Youth Chinese Orchestra $40,000
• San José Institute of Contemporary Art $15,000

The 832 recommended NEA grants total $22.3 million, span 13 artistic 
disciplines and fields, and focus primarily on the creation of work and 
presentation of both new and existing works for the benefit of American 
audiences. Applications were reviewed by panels of outside experts 
convened by NEA staff and each project was judged on its artistic 
excellence and artistic merit. For a complete listing of projects 
recommended for Art Works grant support, please visit the NEA website at 
www.arts.gov.

San José Climate Clock Model on display at City Hall
A working scale model of the winning design of an international art 
competition to design a “climate clock” is now on display at San José City 
Hall until September 2013. The ten-foot-tall model envisions a potential 
eight-story solar-powered kinetic sculpture called Organograph. Inspired by 
the form of a sun-seeking flower, Organograph would be entirely powered by
the sun and illustrate the complex mechanisms that govern the earth ’s 
carbon cycle. The goal of the envisioned interactive multilevel structure is to
stimulate public awareness and response to the processes and 
consequences of climate change. The model is located in the City Hall 
lobby near the entrance on South Sixth Street at Santa Clara Street. The 
working model of Organograph goes into action every day at 12:30 p.m. and
at 4:30 pm. An exhibit of the Climate Clock competition also is on display 
in the ground floor of the City Hall wing building. For more information and to
“Discover the Organograph” visit www.organograph-sj.org and view the video 
that illustrates the science and design concepts informing the artwork.

San Jose Boards and Commission Openings
Applications are now being accepted for several San Jose Boards and 
Commissions for upcoming and future vacancies. In order to serve you must
live in the City of San Jose and have a commitment to being active in the 
community. The Project Diversity Screening Committee currently has seven
open seats and applications are being accepted for those positions through 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 14th. Additionally there are several 
vacancies on other commissions that are accepting applications ongoing 
such as the Parks and Recreation Commission, the Early Care and 
Education Commission, and the Disability Advisory Commission. For more 
information visit www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337 or contact the 
Office of the City Clerk at (408) 535-1265.

San José Giants Winter Clinics
The San José Giants will hold their seventh annual Winter Clinics on 
January 3-4 and January 26-27. Both clinics will focus on preparing boys 
and girls ages 8 through 14 for the 2013 Spring Baseball or Softball season 
and Little League tryouts. The San José Giants recognize the importance of
individual instruction and are committed to having numerous instructors on-
hand for the most personal interaction and focused attention possible. The 
coaching staff and clinics will be led by former San José Giant and current 
Account Executive and Camp Coordinator, Taylor Wilding. During clinics, 
participants will work on all fundamentals of the game with a focus on base-
running, hitting, throwing, catching, and fielding. All sessions will take place
at San José State’s Blethen Field from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Participants 
will receive a San José Giants Youth Development Program Shirt, included 
in the registration price. To learn more about the San José Giants Winter 
Clinics visit sjgiants.com, call Taylor Wilding at (408) 380-4502, or email 
taylorwilding@sjgiants.com.

 

     
 Constituent Chart:  

   

     
 Council Meetings:  

 

Tuesday, December 4th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 18th; 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 25th—no meeting 
City Hall, 200 E Santa Clara Street, City Council Chambers
www.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/agenda.asp

 

     
 Community Calendar:  

 

STFNA General Membership Meeting
Monday, December 3rd
Santa Teresa High School
www.stfna.org/

Almaden Senior Association Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 9:45 a.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.almadenseniors.org/

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 5:30 p.m.
San José City Hall; 200 East Santa Clara Street, Wing Room 119
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns/sjcommissions/parks/default.asp

District 10 Night at Hawaiian Airlines / Kristi Yamaguchi Downtown 
Ice
Monday, December 10th; 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Circle of Palms off Market Street between the San José Museum of Art and
the Fairmont
www.sjdowntown.com/kidskate.html

Almaden Valley Community Association Meeting
Monday, December 10th; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.avca-sj.org/

Community Thank You Event
Thursday, December 13th; 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with 5:45 p.m. ceremony
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
Please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-53-54979 for more
information

City Hall Closure
Monday, December 24th – Tuesday, January 1st 
*City Hall will reopen on Wednesday, January 2nd

 

     
 Quote  

  “This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It is, instead,
the end of the beginning.” 

 

  –Winston Churchill 
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Dear Community Member, 

These past eight years have certainly been challenging but they also 
brought moments of great joy and pride. Here is a list of the top ten 
accomplishments I am most proud of from my time as your District 10 
Councilmember:

l In November 2010 I proposed San José adopt a Social Host 

Ordinance to hold adults accountable for underage drinking on 
private property. I worked with both the San José Youth 
Commission and the District 10 Youth Advisory Council to 
advocate for this Citywide Social Host Ordinance. After advocating 
for nearly a year-and-a-half the City Council passed the Social 
Host Ordinance last spring. The City ’s Social Host Ordinance 
imposes administrative fines and charges for public safety 
response costs for violations and we were all relieved when the 
Ordinance finally went into affect this past summer. Recalcitrant 
parents and other responsible persons who repeatedly allow 
underage drinking parties on their property now face large fines in 
addition to being responsible for cost recovery for each public 
safety response.

l As a Councilmember with a District that suffers from a lack of 

sports fields I have devoted much of my time over the last eight 
years to improve our existing sports fields and find space for 
others. The Community Sports Field Feasibility Study in 2006 
enabled my colleagues and I to understand the increased demand 
for sports fields and look for areas in each Council District that 
would be suitable for additional fields. PRNS worked with the San 
José Unified School District to jointly develop two turf soccer fields 
at Leland High School in 2007. This past spring I was honored to 
accept the City ’s largest gift to date! $4.2 million dollars was 
privately donated by an individual to help fund a City partnership 
with the San José Unified School District for two more turf fields at 
Allen at Steinbeck. I am very honored to have been trusted with 
such a gift and know the new turf sports fields will provide 
additional premier quality soccer fields for District 10.

l In 2009 the budget situation was so bad it looked like we would 

have to cut recreational programs like the Almaden Lake Park 
Swim Program and severely reduce the Parks Rangers Program. 
Both these programs were important to me so I asked the 
community to help me raise money to save the services for our 
community. At the same time, the San José Parks Foundation 
was being created. Now the Parks Foundation is a tremendous 
asset to neighborhoods that are looking for ways to raise money 
for their parks.

l Years ago the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana Parks were created 

as part of an agreement between PG&E and the City of San José 
to provide the utility company with a right of way for their high-
voltage transmission lines and Almaden Valley residents with two 
new parks. Conflict between the existing trees and the high voltage 
transmission lines in the parks erupted in early 2010 as PG&E 
became concerned that some existing trees were causing a safety 
hazard for their power lines and announced a proposal to remove 
62 trees in 2010 and 78 in 2011. After many months of 
negotiations we were able to resolve the conflict and PG&E agreed 
to implement a multi-year plan that preserved the vast majority of 
the 140 trees originally planned for removal. In the end only thirteen 
of the most high-risk trees were cut and a cooperative 
partnership developed between the City, PG&E, Our City 
Forrest, the TJ Martin Neighborhood Association, the Martin 
Fontana Parks Association and the San José Parks Foundation. 
These groups now work together to replant and reconfigure the 
landscape of the TJ Martin and Jeffrey Fontana parks and due to 
these efforts the parks are now more beautiful than ever!

l When San José Family Camp was struggling to meet the cost-
recovery requirements set by the City Council, I was able to help 
save San José Family Camp by advocating that it could be self-
sustaining under the right circumstances. I was able to bring 
together support form Congress members Anna Eschoo, Mike 
Honda and Zoe Lofgren who jointly sent a letter to the National 
Forrest Service supporting a special five-year permit for San José’s 
Family Camp at Yosemite. PRNS staff, the Parks and Recreation 
Commission, Friends of Family Camp and the community have 
come together to create and plan for self-sustainable growth over 
the next decade and beyond. More work needs to be done but I 
am pleased to have been able to help show that Family Camp at 
Yosemite has a viable future.

l The Vista Park Community Room was built by Summerhill Homes 

to support the community surrounding Vista Park (also known as 
the VEP Community Association). VEP has an elaborate vision for 
their park and I have been pleased to be able to help advocate for 
the site improvements and landscaping surrounding the Vista 
Park Community Room. For safety the Community Room was built 
with gates to protect the building but unfortunately shortly after the 
Community Room opened the gates malfunctioned. Although the 
malfunctioning gates were unfortunate it gave us the opportunity to 
be creative and we found funding for new gates through special 
projects under the Arts Commission. Now we are not only getting 
replacement gates but also have the opportunity to use art in a 
public area. Artist Bill Gould was selected to design the new Vista 
Park Gates and I am so pleased with his work with the 
community. I cannot wait to see the finished project!

l I am particularly proud to have worked with the San José 
Redevelopment Agency to open the first Whole Foods in San 
José back in 2010. The Blossom Hill corridor has always been a 
premier retail corridor in San José but now with Whole Foods at 
the corner of Blossom Hill and Almaden Expressway it is even 
stronger. The opening of Whole Foods has been very successful 
and has led the way for many other businesses to successfully 
open their doors in that same shopping center—Peet ’s Coffee & 
Tea, Pet Food Express, Pinkberry Yogurt, Chipotle and Union 
Bank. These new businesses have brought new life and energy to 
the area. 

l Since 2010 I have coordinated and attended yearly trips to 

Sacramento to provide an opportunity for San José Officials to 
meet with our State representatives so that we could discuss the 
future of our city together. I believe that face-to-face conversations 
with other elected officials helps us to build better working 
relationships and leads to a better understanding of our needs ad 
concerns. With the support of City staff, our small delegation met 
with every State representative for San José and brought valuable 
San Jose staff members with us to plead our case each year. Over 
the years we have been successful in raising awareness on policy 
and budgetary issues that are critical to the City. I believe this 
annual trip to Sacramento is vital to the future of San José and I 
hope the City continues to have many similar successful and 
engaging meetings with Sacramento in the future.

l I am very proud of my work promoting tourism and my work with 

San José’s Sister-Cities. In March of every year the City of San 
José welcomes the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, San José’s 
Sister City, and a delegation of city officials and business 
representatives. The purpose of the partnership has always been to 
build global cooperation at the municipal level, promote cultural 
understanding and stimulate economic development between San 
José and Dublin as well as the greater Silicon Valley and Ireland. 
Twenty-six years later our cities are continuing to work towards 
these goals and pushing further towards future trends such as 
waste management, bio-sciences, exchange of university students 
and emergency preparedness teams. I have also tried to establish 
an international reputation for the City of San José. Increasing 
name recognition will boost our economy, improve our airport and 
increase the quality of life in our city.

l I am proud to have incredibly strong ties to our District 10 

neighborhood associations. I value the work done by our 
neighborhoods to improve our community be that through tree 
plantings and other beautification projects or participation in 
Neighborhood Watch and National Night Out. My staff attend as 
many monthly neighborhood meetings as possible and I host a 
quarterly meeting for the District 10 neighborhood leaders. I am 
proud to support District 10 neighborhoods and to have helped 
establish and grow new neighborhood associations during my 
tenure. I am also delighted to have many District 10 neighborhood 
leaders serving on San José Boards and Commissions and am 
very pleased to have recently been able to help strengthen the role 
of residents on City Boards and Commissions through Council 
policy.

Reminder:
Everyone is invited to an Open House style Community Thank You 
Celebration at the Almaden Community Center from 5:00 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 13th with a more formal ceremony 
beginning at 5:45pm. We will serve hors d ’oeuvres and enjoy musical 
selections from the San Jose Youth Symphony. If you are able to attend, 
please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-535-4979 for 
more information.

I hope you will all join me on Thursday, December 13th to celebrate our 
eight wonderful years together!

All the best,

Nancy Pyle
District 10 Councilmember
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the District 10 Youth Advisory
Council at their Social Host 
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Click here for details

Catch VTA's Historic Trolley 
The Candyland Express to all
of your downtown San Jose 

destinations this holiday 
season!

Click here for details

Christmas in the Park
Click here for details

http://santarunsv.com/

Click here for details
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Carols in the California
Symphony Silicon Valley

December 8
The California Theatre
Click here for details

The Nutcracker
Ballet San Jose
December 8 – 23 

Center for Performing Arts
Click here for details

Contact Us

Office of Councilmember
Nancy Pyle
Councilmember, District Ten

T- (408) 535-4910 
F- (408) 292-6478 
E- district10@sanjoseca.gov

www.sanjoseca.gov/district10

District 10 Staff

Kathy Sutherland
Chief of Staff

Linda Alexander
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Assistant/Scheduler

Laura Cowan
Community Relations 
Coordinator

Tom Johnston
Council Assistant 

Nitila Patel 
Council Assistant 

Frank McLaughlin
Community Safety Specialist

   

   

     

 

San José debuts new City website
Online visitors to the City of San José website, www.sanjoseca.gov, will 
discover a new look and better services that will make it easier to find 
information about the Capital of Silicon Valley. The redesigned website 
offers enhanced navigation, better search, and new tools for community 
engagement including:

• Intuitive navigational framework that focuses on “Community, Business, 
Visitors, Government and Environment” 
• Emergency Alerts that will display when there is a major emergency 
situation in San José
• Calendar of City-sponsored events
• More ways to subscribe to public information such as Emergency Alerts
• Enhanced Customer Service Center that includes online services
• Community Voice feature that supports public engagement, sharing of 
ideas, and grassroots collaboration
• Central Newsroom for the latest City of San José news and information
• Personalized website experience through My Connection 

“The new website is a major milestone for us that reflects significant effort 
from many City departments,” said David Vossbrink, Director of 
Communications. “It ’s a comprehensive overhaul and we still expect to find 
a few bugs. We ’re asking our users to let us know about any errors, broken
links, or other issues they find.” Please contact the City at 
webmaster.manager@sanjoseca.gov to report problems with the website.

San José Park Ranger Program Celebrates 40 years of Service
San José Park Rangers are historians, resource managers, law 
enforcement officers, curators, teachers, and sometimes first responders in 
emergency situations. During the mid-20th century San José quickly grew 
from a small agricultural town to become the urban center of Silicon Valley. 
With rapid growth came issues affecting many of the amenities that drew 
families to San José, including the park system. “Our most popular regional
parks like Alum Rock Park were literally being ‘loved to death ’ by heavy 
use,” said Julie Edmonds-Mares, Acting Director of the San José Parks, 
Recreation and Neighborhood Services Department. In response to public 
concern, San José established the park ranger program in spring 1972 to 
protect the natural and cultural resources of the City ’s park lands and open 
spaces. Park rangers were also assigned to protect park visitors and 
provide outdoor education programs to help visitors understand and care for 
public lands. Forty years later, San José’s park rangers are still on the job 
within four regional parks and patrol 50 miles of the growing system of trails
to handle a wide range of challenges. The San José Park Ranger Program 
will receive well-deserved recognition on Tuesday, December 11th at the 
1:30 p.m. Council Meeting when the City Council acknowledges the 40th 
anniversary of the program. Then a public reception to thank the strong 
network of San José Park Rangers that protects and preserves the San 
José park system will take place in the San José City Hall Rotunda 
immediately following the presentation of the commendation.

Project Manager Responding to Homeless Encampments Hired
The Housing Department has hired Ray Bramson as the City ’s Project 
Manager overseeing homeless encampment response. Ray comes to the 
City after spending the past few years with the Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation and has a strong background in homeless services and 
resource development. Reporting to the Director of Housing, Ray will lead 
the City ’s response to homeless encampments and oversee the 
collaboration of multiple internal departments and external partner agencies.
Ray Bramson can be contacted directly at (408) 535-8234.

San José Youth Commission Hosts Successful Teen Forum
On November 15, the San José Youth Commission, in collaboration 
between American Leadership Forum of Silicon Valley, Santa Clara County 
office of Education, Californians for Justice and the Eastside Union High 
School District, hosted the “Designing the 21st Century School” teen forum,
as part of the SJ2020 initiative to eliminate the high school achievement gap
in San José by the year 2020. The “Designing the 21st Century School” 
forum was created to promote a greater student voice in developing an 
effective education system that will meet the needs of our students. Close 
to 200 Eastside Union High School District students attended the forum 
and expressed their thoughts and ideas for the ideal 21st Century School. 
County of Santa Clara Schools Superintendent, Dr. Xavier De la Torre, and 
the City District 3 Youth Commissioner, Christian Sanchez, moderated the 
forum while other Youth Commissioners and Youth Advisory Council 
members facilitated the small group teen discussions. The post-event 
evaluations can be summed up by the quote from one of the high school 
participants who said, “It gives us hope, to know that our voice is being 
heard on important issues such as our education.” 

AMGEN TOUR OF CALIFORNIA HOST CITIES ANNOUNCED FOR 2013
Twelve cities have been named official Host City partners for the 2013 
Amgen Tour of California by AEG, presenter of the race, helping to make up
the route which will take riders on a South to North course for the first time 
in the eight-year race history. Considered America ’s largest and most 
prestigious professional road cycling stage race, the eighth consecutive 
edition of the Amgen Tour of California will travel approximately 750 miles 
from May 12th – 19th in 2013. 

The 12 Host City partners for the 2013 Amgen Tour of California include:

• Stage 1: Sunday, May 12 – Escondido  
• Stage 2: Monday, May 13 – Murrieta to Greater Palm Springs  
• Stage 3: Tuesday, May 14 – Palmdale to Santa Clarita  
• Stage 4: Wednesday, May 15 – Santa Clarita to Santa Barbara 
• Stage 5: Thursday, May 16 – Santa Barbara to Avila Beach  
• Stage 6: Friday, May 17 – San José (Individual Time Trial) 
• Stage 7: Saturday, May 18 – Livermore to Mt. Diablo  
• Stage 8: Sunday, May 19 – San Francisco to Santa Rosa  

San José will play host to Stage 6 and the Individual Time Trial, marking the
eighth consecutive year the race has visited the City. San José is the only 
city to participate in all eight editions of the race! Amgen also returns as the
race title sponsor for the eighth consecutive year, continuing to leverage the
event to raise awareness of the important resources available to people 
affected by cancer through its Breakaway from Cancer® initiative.

In celebration of the Host Cities announcement, the newly designed 2013 
race Leader Jersey, produced by the new, official Amgen Tour of California 
jersey supplier Champion System, is now available for purchase online at 
www.AmgenTourofCaliforniaStore.com. Also on sale is a special, Limited 
Edition Jersey, perfect for the cycling fan on your holiday gift list. More 
details on the Champion System partnership will be released next month.
For further information on the 2013 Amgen Tour of California, and to view the
2013 Amgen Tour of California map, visit www.AmgenTourofCalifornia.com.

PRNS Holiday Events
With the holiday season in full swing and the smell of spices in the air, the 
City of San José’s Department of Park, Recreation and Neighborhood 
Services (PRNS) wants to celebrate their annual Holiday Happenings 
campaign with you! PRNS has been busy planning some festive and 
affordable holiday activities for people of all ages, so visit them online at 
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns or stop by your local community center or park to 
find out what ’s happening in your neighborhood. Activities include Breakfast
with Santa, Holiday Themed Camps, Dinner and Dances and much, much 
more!

DOT and DPW Crews Make Preparations for the Storm Season
The Departments of Transportation and Public Works have largely 
completed their storm preparation efforts and are ready for the upcoming 
storm season. All of the major storm retention basins and drainage 
channels in the foothills have been cleared of debris and cleaned. All of the 
City ’s 29,000 storm drain inlets were cleaned during the summer to remove 
contaminants that could have been harmful to our waterways upon the 
season ’s first rain and a second round of cleaning to remove recently 
accumulated leaves and other debris is underway to prevent flooding during 
heavy rains. All of the City ’s 26 storm pump stations have been thoroughly 
inspected and maintained to ensure that they are functioning properly. In 
addition, on October 17, DOT conducted its annual storm planning and 
coordination meeting to review storm emergency response procedures, 
share new information about the storm sewer system and to ensure that all 
staff are well trained and prepared. All maintenance supervisors and senior 
field workers, storm engineers and managers, as well as key staff from 
DPW, were in attendance at the meeting. To report any storm related 
problems, please contact the Department of Transportation ’s Dispatch 
Office at 408-794-1900.

Plastic Bag Litter is Declining in Creek Hotspots
In September, Environmental Services staff completed the last of this year ’s
required cleanup of trash hot spots at 32 creek locations and removed a 
total of approximately 152 cubic yards of trash. Based on analysis of the 
trash content, The Bring Your Own Bag (BYOB) Ordinance, implemented in
January 2012, appears to be having an effect. Plastic bags, as a 
component of trash, have decreased from a level of 8% in 2011, to 4% in 
2012. A detailed presentation on the results of the first year of BYOB 
Ordinance implementation is planned for the December 2012 meeting of the
Transportation and Environment Committee. 

NEA Grants
In March 2012, the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) received 1,509 
eligible applications for Art Works grants requesting more than $74 million 
in funding. On November 27th Chairman Rocco Landesman announced that
832 non-profit arts organizations nationwide have been selected to receive 
an NEA Art Works grant and four of those organizations selected were from
San José.

• Mexican Heritage Corporation $30,000
• San José Multicultural Artists Guild $10,000
• The Firebird Youth Chinese Orchestra $40,000
• San José Institute of Contemporary Art $15,000

The 832 recommended NEA grants total $22.3 million, span 13 artistic 
disciplines and fields, and focus primarily on the creation of work and 
presentation of both new and existing works for the benefit of American 
audiences. Applications were reviewed by panels of outside experts 
convened by NEA staff and each project was judged on its artistic 
excellence and artistic merit. For a complete listing of projects 
recommended for Art Works grant support, please visit the NEA website at 
www.arts.gov.

San José Climate Clock Model on display at City Hall
A working scale model of the winning design of an international art 
competition to design a “climate clock” is now on display at San José City 
Hall until September 2013. The ten-foot-tall model envisions a potential 
eight-story solar-powered kinetic sculpture called Organograph. Inspired by 
the form of a sun-seeking flower, Organograph would be entirely powered by
the sun and illustrate the complex mechanisms that govern the earth ’s 
carbon cycle. The goal of the envisioned interactive multilevel structure is to
stimulate public awareness and response to the processes and 
consequences of climate change. The model is located in the City Hall 
lobby near the entrance on South Sixth Street at Santa Clara Street. The 
working model of Organograph goes into action every day at 12:30 p.m. and
at 4:30 pm. An exhibit of the Climate Clock competition also is on display 
in the ground floor of the City Hall wing building. For more information and to
“Discover the Organograph” visit www.organograph-sj.org and view the video 
that illustrates the science and design concepts informing the artwork.

San Jose Boards and Commission Openings
Applications are now being accepted for several San Jose Boards and 
Commissions for upcoming and future vacancies. In order to serve you must
live in the City of San Jose and have a commitment to being active in the 
community. The Project Diversity Screening Committee currently has seven
open seats and applications are being accepted for those positions through 
5:00 p.m. on Friday, December 14th. Additionally there are several 
vacancies on other commissions that are accepting applications ongoing 
such as the Parks and Recreation Commission, the Early Care and 
Education Commission, and the Disability Advisory Commission. For more 
information visit www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=337 or contact the 
Office of the City Clerk at (408) 535-1265.

San José Giants Winter Clinics
The San José Giants will hold their seventh annual Winter Clinics on 
January 3-4 and January 26-27. Both clinics will focus on preparing boys 
and girls ages 8 through 14 for the 2013 Spring Baseball or Softball season 
and Little League tryouts. The San José Giants recognize the importance of
individual instruction and are committed to having numerous instructors on-
hand for the most personal interaction and focused attention possible. The 
coaching staff and clinics will be led by former San José Giant and current 
Account Executive and Camp Coordinator, Taylor Wilding. During clinics, 
participants will work on all fundamentals of the game with a focus on base-
running, hitting, throwing, catching, and fielding. All sessions will take place
at San José State’s Blethen Field from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Participants 
will receive a San José Giants Youth Development Program Shirt, included 
in the registration price. To learn more about the San José Giants Winter 
Clinics visit sjgiants.com, call Taylor Wilding at (408) 380-4502, or email 
taylorwilding@sjgiants.com.

 

     
 Constituent Chart:  

   

     
 Council Meetings:  

 

Tuesday, December 4th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 11th; 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 18th; 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 25th—no meeting 
City Hall, 200 E Santa Clara Street, City Council Chambers
www.sanjoseca.gov/clerk/agenda.asp

 

     
 Community Calendar:  

 

STFNA General Membership Meeting
Monday, December 3rd
Santa Teresa High School
www.stfna.org/

Almaden Senior Association Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 9:45 a.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.almadenseniors.org/

Parks and Recreation Commission Meeting
Wednesday, December 5th; 5:30 p.m.
San José City Hall; 200 East Santa Clara Street, Wing Room 119
www.sanjoseca.gov/prns/sjcommissions/parks/default.asp

District 10 Night at Hawaiian Airlines / Kristi Yamaguchi Downtown 
Ice
Monday, December 10th; 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Circle of Palms off Market Street between the San José Museum of Art and
the Fairmont
www.sjdowntown.com/kidskate.html

Almaden Valley Community Association Meeting
Monday, December 10th; 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
www.avca-sj.org/

Community Thank You Event
Thursday, December 13th; 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. with 5:45 p.m. ceremony
Almaden Community Center; 6445 Camden Avenue
Please RSVP to laura.cowan@sanjoseca.gov or call 408-53-54979 for more
information

City Hall Closure
Monday, December 24th – Tuesday, January 1st 
*City Hall will reopen on Wednesday, January 2nd

 

     
 Quote  

  “This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It is, instead,
the end of the beginning.” 

 

  –Winston Churchill 
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